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FOLIRTH FIR EWO:KS-Hun dre-
ds of area residents turned out to
watch a firework display at the
new city-county rk in Murray,
capping _off what o icials say was
a relatively. quiet Furth of July
holiday, Tuesday. Ke tucky State
Police Ind Murray P lice recor- •
ded no major acciden uring the
period. Murray firelight rs fought
a blaze that destroyed aban-__
doted structure' at. Seyeith ind
Sycamore in Murray late Monday
night Cause- of the blaze that
destroyed ths house belonging to
Paul Phillips was unknown. Volun-
teers with Calloway Casanty Fire-
Rescue Squad said they -aiso had
an incident free holiday. •
Staff Photos By Lowell Atch!•7
TeksmeN No.156
Nineteen In Running For -
County Fair Queen Title
Ninteen contestants will vie for prizes
and the honor of presiding over the 1978
Calloway County Jaycee Fair this
Friday at Lovett Auditorium on the
Murray State University campus.
The beauty pageant, sponsored by
Sigma Department of Murray Woman's
Club and the Jaycees, will kick off afloat of events this weekend and all next
week related to the annual event.
Proceeds from the pageant at 7:30p.m Friday go to Glenda Boone
Memorial Scholarship Fund and
various local charities.
The fair queen contestants are:
TaTrirny Allbritten, daughter of Mrs.-
Susy Wells, MurriY, Shaun Baker,
daughter of Mos. and Mrs. -James
Baker, Murray, Luana Colson, -
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Odell Colson,
Route 2, Murray, Audrey Conley
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Conley, Murray, Stephanie Cun-
ningham, daughter of Mrs-. Gloria
Cunningham, Mtirtay,tonnie Curd,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James Curd,
Route 3, Benton, Rhonda Darnell,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs: Ralph Dar-
nell, Route 1, Farmington, Tammy
Feltner, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
James Feltner, Route' 2, Murray,
Lesiee Grogan, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Glen Grogan, Murray, and Leah
Hill, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Hill, Murray, Also, Sandy Hutson,
daughter of Nand Mrs. Henry Hut-
son, Route 2, Hazel, Patricia Johnson,
daughter of Mrs. Pauline Johnson and
the late Clyde :Johnson of Murray,
Francie Outland , daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Billy Outland, Murray Felecia
Pinner, daughter of Mrs. Faye Pinner,
Route 2, Murray, Kim Starks, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs-. Jerry Starks, Alm°,
Lisa Wallins, daughter-of -Mr. and Mrti.
E. C. Wallin, Murray, Jaina Washer,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jamie
Washer, Murray, Denise White,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Dale White,
Route 4, Murray, and Delores Honchul,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Delbert
Honchul, Route 2, Murray.
Larry England, speech and debate
coach at -Calloway County High, will
emcee the pageant.
Judges for the event will be former
Miss Kentucky, Karen Gordon of
Benton, Mrs.-Smith Broadbent of Cadiz
and a former bilas Kentucky USA,
Connie Uar of Benton.
Miss Paulette Nooks, the 1977
Calloway Coupty Fair Queen, will
crawl the 1978 queen.
The 19contestants will be vying for a
host of prizes in the event Friday in-
cluding a U. S. Savings Bond and silver
Revere bowl from the Sigma Depart-. _
ment .
Ca&hairrnanior .the event are Nancy
Walston, Sue Spann and Judy
-Mnehlamen. - . •
(Plows!: et f_lk_Suel.01,Piillistail__ts
appear is today's issue. Page 111.)
_
ounty Fair Starts Here Monday
-The 1978 M.urray-Calloway County
Jaycee Fair gets into 1ilI19Wing next
week with two demolition derbies, a.
folk:wheel drove pull,aii5rse and mule:._
pulls, anclanuch more scheduled._
Preliminary events to the annual
,Egypt.Releases 6 Point Peace an o a
event start' tiweekend with a beauty
pageant and swim meet.
-The'. .15th Animal Miss Murray-...
Calloway Co-ditty Pair Queen conteit
will be Friday. July 7, at 7:30 p.m. In'
On_Wednefiday, a Jersey cattle show
is set at a.m. followed by an open
rabbitt show et at 5 p.m.
Wedneaddy is alsoFamily night at
the fair with free grandstands,
Ilreworks and a music show.-V - Lovett-Auditorium on the Warray'State "Kiddies Day" starts at 1 p.m.d University campus.
contest Will Pe staged by. tie
-"SI-gma -tepartinenr of Mur=t's
• . • 
Woman's Club in cooperatlivia with thei - . the Giencla Boone Memorial -Scholar-Murray Jaycees. ProCeeds will benefit• Urges WthdraVvi From Arcs Areas —7-ship-lomat-and- various local char-Ws."By NICOLAS B. TATRO
Associated Press Writer
CAIRO, Egypt (AP) - Egypt
released a new six-point peace plan
today calling for Israeli withdrawal
from occupied Arab - territories and
insisting that East Jerusalem return to
Arab control.
Ahmed Maher, a spokesman for the
Foreign Ministry, said there would be
no elaboration on the written text.
-"We have no comment on the
proposals," Maher told reporters. "I
think when you read them you will find
them very dear."
_ The prap‘sals were delivered tas the•
------ Israeli government earlier in the day
by :S. Ambassador Samuel W. Lewis
preparation for a meeting of
Egyptian and Israeli _foreign ministers
-London in two weeks.
There was no immediate reaction
from Israeli officials. But the. con-
servative newspaper Maariv termed
the Egyptian proposal "a nonastarter."
"It's hard to assume that President
Sadat will find even one person in Israel
who can accept the peace plan as it is,"
Maariv said. But it said "if the
Egyptian proposal does not demand
that Israel obligate itself te-anything as
a precondition- to the London con-
ference, then the goverment is
obligated to consider any proposal or
idea in any plan,- even the most fanci-
ful."
It appeared certain Israel would
reject the plan, but Vice . President
Walter F. Mondale said after' his return
to Washington that he was "quite posi-
tive" the Israeli and Egyptian foreign
ministers would meet with Secretary of
State Cyrus R. Vance in London.
Israeli Prime Minister Menachem
Begin said in an ABC television in-
terview Tuesday that his cabinet would
decide at its weekly meeting Sunday
whether to send Foreign Minister
Moshe Dayan to London.
The plan Calls for. a transition period
"to ensure a peaCeful and- orderly'
transfer of authority." Israel's military
government, which now administer
the West Bank of-the Jordan River and
the, Gaza Strip, would be "abolished at
the outset of the transitional period,"",
the plan sari,
. Jordan would then supervise the
a administration of the West Bank 'and
Egypt would supervise the Giza Strip.
Actual administration would be carried
out by "freely elected representatives
of the Palestinian people:" The plan
pointedly omits any reference to the
Palestine Liberation Organization, with.,
which Israel refuses to negotiate.
The plan calls for the United Nations
to "supervise and facilitate" Israeli
withdrawal and the restoration 'of Arab
control over the territories lost in the
1967 Middle East war.'
Convicts Caught In St: Louis
ST. LOUIS (AP) - Three convicts
who escaped from the Kentucky State
Penitentiary at Eddyville early'
Monday are back in custory today.
Authorities here said they were
tipped off that the three Kentucky men,
Joseph Craig 32, of Owensboro, James
Hatfield,- 22, of Hopkinsville, and
Charles Murphy, 27, of Louisville, had
some money wired to them at the
Western Union Office in downtown St.
fzuis Tuesday.
When the convicts returned at about
8:00 p.m. for more money,. an attack
squad was waiting, police said. The
three surrendered without incident.
A spokesman for the police depart-
ment's command center said the men
were being held at headquarters until
arrangements could be made to. trans-
fer them back to Kentucky.
The men were housed in two cells on
different floors of Cellhouse No. 4,
prison superintendent Donald Bor-
denkircher said. Crag and Murphy es-
caped from the same cell, but as
Hatfield fled, his cellmate, Bobby Cole,
remained in the cell, the superintendent
said. It was the first triple escape from
inside the prison walls on record. ,
The three used hacksaw blades at-
tached-to a piece of metal to cut through -
a bar nearly an inch in diameter from
the lower left corner of each of their cell
doors, Bordenkircher said.
The superintendent said the bars
apparently had been sawed Over a
period of time, with the incomplete cuts
covered by black tape to- hide them
from guards.
Bordeakircher said after the three
gained access to the corridors they
climbed a vent to corridor window and
sawed a hole through the double bars,
then dropped about 20 feet to the
ground.
The superintendent said guard J.
Ricker saw one of the men drop from
the window at 4:45 a.m. and he notified
the warden. The break occurred bet-
. ween the 4 a.m. and 6 a.m. cell counts
Hundreds of acres of woods and fields
and abandoned buildings were sear-
ched Monday by eforce of more than 50
guards, state and local police
M$11:ifinancial 'Aid-Director
Pisident Of State Association
Johnny McDougal, director of student
financial aid at Murray State Univer-
sity. has become the president of the
Kentucky Association of Student Finan-
cial Aid Administrators (KASFAA) for
1978-79. ' -





president of the 100-
member." state -,
orgafiliatiOn, 
Mt'.Dougal will a so
, serve on the':
'executive bcfard of
the nutberh
Association of Student Flnancial Aid
Admiitistrators.
NotTfig that-- the KASFAA faces
several major issues in the coming
year, McDougal said he anticipates a
busy year for its members as they work
to stay abreast of federal and state
legislation affecting student financial
aid programs.
McDougal, who has been director of
-406 student financial aid program at
Murray State since 1966,- recently met
with the KASFFA executive board and
presented "Professional Improvement
O -Better Serve Our Students" as the
organization's theme for 1978-79. • '
-KASFAA benefits students by af,-,
. fording aid edmtakstretont an aft-
portunity tO improve professionally
thnrgh the exehatigg.of ideas-and ex-
perkiness with atheiIii4lmli.r' jobs
thrOtigh00101111611, ' hd. -
More than 50 postiescandery schools
arirepresented hi the istirmiiiideri.: •
A 1965 business administration
graduate of Murray State, McDougal
has been active for several years in
regional and state financial aid
organizations. In 1977 he was a member
'of the U.S. Office of Education panel
that -reviewed applications for the
request of federal financial aid funds
for the state of Florida.
McDougal has also served on the ad-
visory boards of the- Kentucky Higher
F•ducation Assistance Authority and the
American College Testing (ACT
Financial Aiil Comma.
, In •addttioe MC proteseionel ae-
tivttres, MeDougal is an active member
of the Murray flonitlub.
He in married to the former Charlotte
Trevathan and theihave two children
The litC1)?ugat .family lives at iar
Meadow lane in Murray •- •
••
Talks -among Egypt, Jordan, Israel
and representatives of the Palestinians
would be conducted under the auspices
of the United Nations. The talks, which
-aftparently would take place before the
transition period begins, would Work 
tiOut a metahleifor  withdrivial
id deti1saf transitional govern-
ment.
They would work out mutual security
arrangements during and after the
transition period and Egypt and Jordan
would "guarantee tliat the security
arrangements to be agreed upon will
continue to be respected in the West
Bank and Gaza."
- A Murray-Calloway ,County fair
Invitational Swim meet is set Saturday,
July 8, at the Murray-Calloway-County
Park pool as a prelimillary'event to the
opening of the fair Monday.
With4-H rabbit show set 5 p.m.
Monday, and off icialnpening of the 1778 -
county fair is set at 7 p.m. that night.
Later the first of two demolition derbies
scheduled during the week will be held.
Events Tuesday include a Holstein
and Friesion cattle show set at 10 a.m.
and a 4 wheel drive pull set at 7:30 that
evening. The four wheel drive pull will
feature a $1.950 total purse.
Fighting  Continues
In Beirut, Lebanon
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) - Syrian
troops and sniping Christian
militiainen battled in Beirut for the
fifth day today following the collapse of
another cease-fire.
The Syriant fired a one-hour tank and
rocket barrage shortly before dawn,
and by mid-morning the Christian
militiamen yiere sniping at Syrian
positions along the whole three-mile
line between the Lebanese capital's
Moslem and Christian halves.
The Syrians retaliated with sporadic
artillery, rocket and tank cannon
barrages.
A police spokesman said at least 35
Lebanese had been killed and 6'2
wounded since the third cease-fire in
five days collapsed Tilesday afternoon.
It lasted 17 hours.
The spokesman put the total
Lebanese casualty 'toll since Saturday
at 167 killed and 579 wounded. almost
all of them Christians
Syrian . losses could not be de-
termined, but they were believed to be
much smaller.
The presidential palace said Foreign-
Defense Minister Fluid Butros was
going to Damascus to try to get Syrian
government leaders to. stop the
righting. Butras' apartment building
W$ s hit by a Syrian rocket two floors
above his apartment •
Lebanese military sources said the
Syrians broke the truce because the
Christians were putting snipers in new
Positions. But it was believed they were
also replying to a broadcast Tuesday by
former Preadent Camille Chamoiai
demanding that the Syriap army and
the rest of the Arab league
Peacekeeping force be withdrawn at
met from Lebanon.
Chamoun'a demand west broadeai
by the Voice of Lebanon. the Beirut
radio station of the Christian Phalange
Party Syrian gunaers promptly
Jutocked the station offibmair it an-
rammed it vast atipaired late in the
Rife and would reawne broadcasting
morning. Idit the Syrians rocketed
it again and the 'statioistayed
Lebanon's Moslem premier, Salim el
Hess, rejected Charnoun's demand and
said: "Lebanon still is in. clire need of
the Arab forces to oversee the civil-war
armistice."
The resumption of the Syrian-attaak- -
Tuesday came without warning.
Civilians dashed for cover as shells
exploded, and a police spokesman said
casualties were high 'because many
people were caught off guard by the
sudden break in the cease-fire."
U.S. Ambassador Richard Parker
had to cancel his Fourth of July
reception at his residence in the hills
overlooking Beirut. Most of the guest;
couldn't get past the gunfire and Syrian
roadblocks. •
"We can't stand it any longer," said
Pierre Shufany. a merchant in the
devastated Christian district.
inside today 
Aursday. Later that day a 4-H and
PEA dairyshow will be held. And at 8
the second Of two demolition
derbies will be held.
' On Friday, a beef cattle show is set at
10 a.m. "Family Night" is set for 5 p.m.
_ while the - owl horse show for the.
eounty fair will- start at 7p.m. That
-*tow features-II-Classes and $1,200, in
prize money.
.Fair week ;ads Saturday with Farm
-Bureau Day beginning at 10 am. A
horse and mule pull is set to begin at
9:30 a.m. A tractor pull set at 7 p.m. will
bring the -day ta a close.
In addition, displays and judging of
agricultural entries and homemaker
items, along with a carnival Midway,
will be offered throughout the week of




•. Program Of .Events
Friday, MY 7 -
7:30 p.m. - Beauty f'ontem*,
Auditorium ' '
• moadaY, July 18
5 p.m. - 4-H Rabbit Show V^
7:39 pm. = OfficialtOpening
8 p.m. -,- Demolition Derby
• Tuesday, July 11
10 a.m. -- Holstein & Friesion Cattle
Show -
7:30 p.m. - 4-Wheel Drive Pull .
Wednesday, July..12 •
10 a.m. -• Jersey Cattle Show
5:00 p.m. - Open Rabbit Show
- 7:30 p.m. - Family Nite - FREE
Grandstands Fire Works - Music Show
, Thursday, July 13-
1 p.m. -- _Kiddies Day -
6 p.m. - 141_8r FFA- Dairy Show
8 p.m. - Demolition Derpy
Friday, July 14 •
10 a.m. - Beef Cattle Shows
5.. p.m. - Family Night
7:30 pip. - Horse Show
Saturday, July 15
10 a. . - Farm Bureau Day
9:30 a.m. - Horse & Mule Pull
7:0yp.m. -Tractor Pull
Two Sections -24 Pages
,The Kentucky Democratic Party seldom forgets an old
feud That topic is the subject of a news analysis by
Associated Press writer Sy Ramsey on Page 15-A of
today's edition.
sunny and warm
Mildly sunny and warmer to-
day and Thursday and fair and
warmer tonight Highs today in
the mid to upper 80s. Lows
tonight mid to upper fita HOB
Thutsfla v upper 1110o to Mid Mk
Itethertv Extended Forecast
Friday through Sunday.
01111i1r4.- hf %bowers and thimder-.
storms each des- Mills flintily
VIS Lows mostly Met
today's index
Classifieds 613,78
Comics •  12A, fill
Crosswords 124, 1B
Dear Abby 2A
Deaths & Funeials . . 16A
rtieressope 4A
tat's Stay Well , IA
Level Scene . - .
Optsion Page -
.... Sports    10i, 11A
4
•
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Let's Stay Well
. Vasectomy Should Be Regarded
-Is 'A Permanent Procedure
Q. Mr. P. S. writes that
be and his wife have two
children -.is son and a
daughter - and have de-
cided that their family is
adequate.
He is considering a steri-
lization operation so that
his wife won't have to
I continue taking the Pill.
, Yet, shier he is in his Ms,
he realized that conditions
In his life could change. He
ma s want to father addIT
nasal children if some-
thing happened to one or
both of their present chil-
dren, or 11 he lost his wife
and tnarried another wom-
an.
Mr. P. S. wants to kpow
if such sterilization Sur-
gery can successfully be
undone Sif-that be could
father more children.,
A. My advice to you is
talk you wait until you are
eertain that you want to
tonite's movies
INICttestnta
I lira 7-13 1
0111 N. t:
Ito N Ceatrai (AY
ribs 7-13
STARTS TOMORROW
A DOUBLE BARREL OF "TRINITY" FUN!
kw* E lansokuid from Eska" Nan
As Ike Lew& Pile






By F.J L Blasingarne MD
father no additional chi-
dren before you proceed
with '.sterilization surgery
( vasectomy). V/hile the op-
eration can be "correct-
ed." or undone by miscro-
surgery so that sperm can
-- pass through the duct
- again in some successful
operations, such proce-
dures cannot offer a satis-
factory result in moreatian
a small percent up to one-
fifth ) of the corrective
attempLs. These opera
flons are not generally
available and are usually
done in large medical eefi
ters by surgeons who spe-
cialize -in such microsur-
gery. It requires special,
..ielicate equipment. Per-
haps surgical tectuiiques
will improve in the future
so that fertility cam be
restored in a higher per-
centage of men after
vasectomy, but such may
not take place.
Vasectomy is increasing
• Ropalanty among men
arid is reported to be the
second most common
method used for control-
ling fermis' size.
Stubborn Qandruff May
Bir Some Other Skin Dis-
ease
Q. Mr. A. O. complains
that be has a dandruff
probleme  wide+ he has not
able to clear up with
regular shampoo** and
*be use of several differ-
ent 'drag store products.
He wants suggestions to
help his ace* problem.
A If the regular use of
commercial shampoos two
a three time's a week fails
to clear up your scalp, you
may have some sitin condi-
tion other than dansdruff
such as psortasts ) Thew-
fore, 11 feel that you should
lee a-Pb.Y31(;Lein. preferably
Smoke Signals
If there's smoileartwn you're.
-Panbroding or
browning the meat as a Tirst
step in the braising prpcess, e
turn down the heat! When the
temperature a too hogh, val-
uable Juices are lost during the
poking. ism heat meansmore
meat for the money as well as







a dermatologist, a skin
specialist, for ain elarrula-
tion and diagnosis. Then,
an appropriate treatment
can be outlined for you.
PADUCAH PATIENT
Mrs. Charles Beale of




Linda Oliver of Kirksey has
been a patient at Lourdes
Hospdal,Paducah.
By Abigail Van Buren
1571 by Chtcatic TniYmno,its News Unti Inc
DEAR ABBY:, I am a 38:year-old widow with...thus
children. The oldest is a 14-year-old girl. There is a man I
know who I thought was s really nice guy. He's divorced
and has grown children. He seemed to like me and the
children. ' -
Last week he sffered me money td let my 14-year-old
daughter go to bed with him. I told him he was crazy. I told
a policeman about it, Ind he said there is nothing apyone
can do unless the man commits some kind of crime.
Abby, I am terrified that he might catch my daughter
somewhere and rape her. (Maybe evea kill her.
/ know he's' a sick man or he wouldn't have asked me
something like that. What should I do? • • •
UPSET IN IOWA
.•
DEAR UPSET: Doe't wait until this man commits a
('rime. You don't say %here in lows you live, but„.1 advise
you to immediately alert your chief of police, sheriff or
county sttorney. Let them know about Me 'kV
potentially dangerous man and what he has in mind. Alert
your daughter, too. And let me hear from you again-This
situation should not be ignored.
DPAR ABBY: All my life my parents have taught me to.
be courteous and to respect my elders, but it's getting
harder every day. I will give you an &Kemple.
Last Week I went to a baseball game with twirbt-nijr—
hien& They left their seats in the stadium for a few
moments and while they were gone, a man about my
father's age moved in and signaled another man to come
arrisr-herS Stuid him those seats belonged trisrisystrterithS-
who would be back any moment He said he would move s
when my friends returned
Well, when my friends came back, this man refused to
move .1 reminded him that he had givenlliword, but he
said, "Listen, kid, I'm 30 rens older than you. Yr:suicide go
find other seats.' 
Not_wanting to matt :rouble, my 'friends; and I lefttond
sat somewhere else. • _
Now why Ewe kids, expected _Xo -show respect and 'be
courteous to adults when adults act dike this to us?
- 'LINES BASEBALL
D• EAR LOVkS: Teenagers complain nnselliustifhibly so)
that, they are individuals and want to be judged by their
own actions -not by what their peers do. The 'same goes
for adults. The men were rude, but they, fortunately, do
e••••not represent ALI, adult*. Be fair.
DEAFtsABBT: My husband and I are • middle-aged and
we're watching our weight. We do all right. at- home, but
our troubles begin when we're guests in someone's
home -especially when they serve midnight "snacks" after
cards, eto • _ • •
We count our caToriesalLweek, and then the hoste* 
puts all this sttqf On the table and pushes it onto ourPTis,
saying. 1-1 ve worked so hard, you've. GOT to eat this!' Or,
"If you don't eat-it. I'll have to throw it out!"
have.coTue "some stuffed and uncomfortable because
we et;uldn't get out of eating. We tell ourselves, "NeVer
again,'. but the next weekend it's the same story. Any
suggestions? "
KICX-ING OURSELVES IN HINSDALE
DEAR KICKING: Dona blame your hostese. Tell her In
advance that you're dieting and ask her to please have
some carrots, celery or fresh fruit for you to nibble on, (Or
you could bring your own.) No one is forced to eat anything
he doesn't, - sir
Getting married"' Whether you want a formal church
wedding or a simple do-your-own-thing ceremony, get
Abby's new boolilet,•"Hoa to Have a Lovely Wedding."
Send 111 and a long, stamped 128 cents( self-addressed
envehrpe to _Abby : 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif.
90212.
the green door
Dligieland tenter - Chetanottrpet
°vela ht9p4at. 10-S '
July White Sale




All Toilet Seats • , ,
1 Group Towel Sets
1 Group finger Tip Towels,







 ":T-TOPS & JEANS 
I., Stripes & solids 1.0" Lights & dark jeans
r COORDINATE_ 
SPORTSWEARPo Famous Nome-4s1atidrllyAdyertised A99
• Pants • Tops. 9h4Tis • Skirts.
Reg. 1299,1 599 .1/4) 
  PANTSUIT CLEAR—OUT 
as" Huge assortment of Tro ob.
_ summer pantsuits.. 1-7 99
• Reg. to 3999
i..+4 Choose from a super sel.ction 99
• of styles & colors. Reg. to 2299
r  LONG DRESS CLEARANCE-
pi, Entire Stock of famous home long dresses!
1/3 to 40% Off !
SUMMER SPRT-S-4--
to, Floral and solid skirts in nattny styles.
2 & 3 tiers; half circles & dirndls.
Re..to1999
 SHIRTS; T-TOPS, AND 
POLYESTER PANTS •
10  Many varieties of patterns & colors to 399
choose from. Regular. 1299-1699
. I/ Pretty pastels & prints.
- Cotton & nylon,
\, Reg. 1199 to 199'1_
• Mei Charge. • Mona Chop • Via Deur • licalutnwricerti
•
Central Shopping Center-Mutgroy, Ky.-
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C OM MUNI TY
CALE NDAR
'Wednesday, July 5 ,
Twilight Cabaret Will be at
old beach house at Kentucky
Dam Village State :Park at
8 30p.m.
Lakeside Singers will
perform at Kentucky Darn
Village State Park at 8:30 p.m.
Thursda. y, July 6
Group II of First Christian
Church CWF will meet at the
Church library with Mrs.
Vernon Riley as hostess at two
p.m. Note change of date,
WMU Day will beheld at the
Jonathan Creek - Baptist
Assembly at ten a.m.
Thlirsday, July 6
Murray Women of the
Moose will meet at eight p.m.
-at the lodjie hall.
Veterans counselor :of
, Department a Humast-
TReiourcei, -KeritakY Center
for Veterans Affairs, David
Brien, will be it the local
human resources office from
nine a.m. ,to three p.m. to
assist veterans and their
dependents with claims for
benefits due them as a result
of their military service.
"
--Lakeside Singers will be at
Lake Barkley State Park at
S:80 p.m.
Twilight Cabaret will
perform at old beach house at
-` -Kentucky Darn -Village State
.:—Park at 8:30 p.M.
Ellis Ce1113r "iffit
frorrilen e.m. to m. for
activities by th senior
cilizeni with deeotion it 10:05 ,
a.m., hand work or visiting at
- 10:30 a.m., lunch at noon, andri
tablegames, checkers, cards, '
• -MTV: MtiffIttallt !t_t
p.m. ' -
Land Between the Lakes
activities will include stream
stroll at two p.m. and walk by
moonlight with each to bring a
flashlight at 8:30 p.m., both to
start at Center Station.
Shopping for senior citizens
will be held with persons to
_call 1S3-0928 by nine a.m. for
morning shopping and by
11:30 a.m. for afternoon
Shopping.
Twilight Cabaret will
perform at old beach area at
Kentucky Dam Village State
Park at 8:30 p.m.
Oaks Country Club will have
•,wilight golf at 5:30 p.m.
Chad Stewart will be
eh/Mk/nen for twilight golf., at




New , boOks at the Calloway
County Public Library include
the following:
JACK BENNY, by Mary
Livingstone Benny.
Doubleday.
, An intimate portrait of the
world famous entertainer
written by his wife of forty-
eight years.
CLEARING THE AIR, by
Daniel Schorr. Houghton-
Mifflin.
Schorr gives a': reporter's-
eye view of the secret
government of Watergate and
the intelligence agencies and
gives his opinion on the
Kennedy assassination and





This journal allows one to
feel the-Tactual. manner ih
which -living--with cancer af-
fects the nature of a woman's
life. •
' LIVE AND REMEMBER,
by Valentin Rasputin.
"e
In -a small Siberian village
on the banks of the Angara
River, Andrei and Nastyona
marry and settle down. Their
world is simple and or-
dinary—uitil Russia is tom
apart by the German invasion
during World War II.
. ARLENE FRANCIS, by
Arlene Francis. Simon &
Schuster.
Miss Frairis has been
widely quoted-2s saying that
"life is the best party I've ever
been invited to.". In this book
she tells of events in her life
that are sometimes'rollickings
sometimes tragic and always
absorbing. : •
GARDENS --THAT CARE
FOR THEMSELVES, by Tom
,Mossznart. Doubleday.
w to grow - neater,
*kilter planti and, cut your
outdoor chores in half is the









the beginner how easy it is to
reupholster furniture by
following step-by-step in-
•structions for each procedure.
1 I
.--00111
Fluid milk and cream are the
most consumed foods in the
U.S.-291.2 pounds per capita.
RICHARD R. CUNNINGHAM, MD, FACOG, PSC





LOCATED ON' THE SOUTH SIDE OF THE
BIG MAC'S SPORTING GOODS




Phone Day and Night
759-1550
THE PRE'SEN r OFFICE WILL BE CLOSED
BEdi-NMNaPJULy 1,1978
Activities in Land Between•
••• • tricilide handjoom
wearring workshop at Empire
a- rirm'from ten a.m. to 2:3G 1
P.m.; rock romp starting at
Center Station at three p.m.;
"goll: Or the past at The -
Horn ace at 8:30 p.m. • -
Friday, July 7
Golden Age Club will meet
at First United Methodist
Church parking lot at five
p.m. to go to Kenlake State
Park for a picnic at six p.m.
Lakeside Singers will
, perform at Kenlake State
'Park at 8:30 p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church
Puppettgers *ill perform at --
Piney Campground, Land




Fair Queen contest, sponsored
by the Sigma Department of
the Murray Woman's Club in
cooperation with the Murray
Jaycees will be held at Lovett
auditOrium, Murray State
University,- at 7:30 p.m.
Russell's' _Chapel
-4t ,Carter.Home
The June meeting of the
United Methodist Women of
Russell's Chapel Church was a
fish fry at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Lysiear Carter with Mr.
and Mrs.. R. ' SolAeski
assisting. •
Each member brought •a
‘• guest and each contributed is
dish for the table. Fresh fish
were furnished by the
hostesses. ,
Those attending were Mr.
and Mrs. Tess Hopson, Daisy
Wickhoff, Gay N'elle Williams,
Rosie Jones, Linda Kelly, Mr.
'and Mrs. Maurice Crass. Mr.
and Mrs. Lynear Carter, Mr. -
and Mrs. R. Sobieski, Mr. and
'Mts. Ralph Lorenz, Mr. and
,• 'Mrs. Philip Crihfield and
guest, Jeannate Gamster. .
. The next meeting is -
scheduled for July 10 at the
church with Ethel ?.Yalker and




Mrs. Dorothy' Jarboe of




Arvel Geneta Higgins of '
Murray was dismissed June IS -
from the Community Hospital,
Mayfield.
Summer Clearance Sale!,
Sale Starts 10 A M. Thursday 
CHILDREN'S FASHIONS
7he Step .eadater




































































































All Items Not Marked




with purchase of,SkIg.efield Jeans ,
6
Ittat4-A flit MIlitRAT,114„ tout a. niter. Illfairessiay, My S. 1171
,Rev., Mrs. Morris
Attend Serninar
The Rev. Charles Morris,
and his wife, Jeannie. •
received an invitation from
-Oral Roberts University,
.Tulsa, Okla:, for a seminar
and tour of the campus, June
__Utz July 4.
Rev. Morris is the minister
of the Christ United Methodist
Church. Mayfield, and - the
former minister of the Mar-





Mrs. Orlene _Huey recent-1r-,
returned from a trip to
Virginia where she visited her
daughter; \Mrs. Kevin Cooper
and Mr. Cooper. On May 26
Mrs. Cooper graduated from
Radford College with a
bachelor of. science. _degree,
and also graduated from
Roanoke Memorial Hospital
School of Medical Technology,
Roanoke. .
After graduation the group
drove to Falls Church, 'Va.,
where Mr. and Mrs. Cooper
reside. While in Falls Church
they spent some time sight
seeing in Washington, D. C.,
and Arlington National
Cemetery where they saw the
...hanging of the guard at the
tomb of the Unknown Soldier.
Mr. Cooper is. systems
representative for Pansophic
Systems in,McClean, Va. He is
the son- of Hewlett and
Dorothy Cooper of Murray. ,
Barbecues Before 1700
The first cooked meat meal
probably was served out-of-
doors, as primitive man_ hud-
- -died around a makeshift fire. ,
But the idea of an neldoof
toekout. Or barbecue' appears
to be an American custom,
says the National Live Stock
and Meat Ekurd. The earliest
known barbeches took place
in the South, 'and the word,
"barbecue- ts known to have
beau used -in the Virginia col-
ony prior to 1700.,
School and is employed by the Tappan anpany o
_ The-wedding ceremony -F-ridaY and-Mrs. -Stiiart Poston, -aind ahead/ litittess in mind. (111
Church, Benton Route Three. A reception will follow hi the Walston.
fellowship hall of the church. The home of Mrs. Tommy Baste with Brush
-and napkins.
A luncheon plate was
prepared consisting of
California chicken salad with
white grapes, melon balls, hot
rolls' and fresh strawberry
dessert and minted tea.
' For the occassion the
honoree selected a yellow
yelataalsete=piece border
flounce dress fashioned by her
enjoyed visiting and sharing mother. Her corsage from the
summer plans. hestesses was yellow daisies
The home of Mr. and Mts.'
Ted Billington wag- the scene 
with yellow ribbon. She was
presented a hostess ..giftof •
of a dinner party.. saver 4)(4-tiding a pie service
The tables Were overlaid
- with calimciotha and cen- 
along with a silver-, pastry
server from her selected- -IttSIDF.NT1A1.. YARD OF THE MONTH for June was that of Mr. and Mrs. Gordon
lbs.% jO !loth A.6nrood ---terel.i with -haY 'wildfluwei.- 
pattern.
arrangements. Twenty guests- 
Moody, 525 South Sixth Vireet, Murray, selected by members fhe CarderiiYepan
- ment of the Murray Woman's Club. Potted and hanging ferns are used on the front
were served curried chickenand Joe Pat Robertson A' hostess brunch was given porch whereas the back patio shows baskets of Swedish ivy, variegated spiderailant,
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Ed Norwood of Kirksey Route One an- 1*---aa.lad. 
asPeraigns
with cherry tomatoes, bet- 
-sr- --fern, and-purple wandering jew. Alarge duster of red geraniums accent the back out--6.y Mrs. Walter B. J-Zi-ties,
flounce the engagement and approaching marriage of their and Mrs A. 
B. Crass for door living area. Traditional plantings of large azelas, burfordi holly, Japanese holly,terflake rolls, lemon acebos • '
daughter, Jo- Beth, to Joe Pat Robertson, son of Mr. and Mrs. pie, and iced tea. 
hostesses giving parties for and English ivy are on the front foundation. Extend% from the street alongside the
the honored cou Th












were extended to Mrs. Eddie
Rollins, .the. former Laurie
Crass, prior to their wedding
on June 25. They included the
following:
_..A pottery party was hosted
by Terri McCord, Lisa Morton
and Terri Dawn Turnei at the
Community Boom of the.
Peoples Bank.
The lovely 'table --was--
overlaid with •lace of Army
Navy fashion and centered
with red roses in a slyer bowl.
Strawberry pinch, 'assorted
cookies and nuts, Were served
the guestA . present. The
honoree opened the many
loverly gifts of Pieces to her
pottery selection:. Ti2t_e
classmates of Miss Crass
and appetizers were served on
the patio. Individual 'tables
were set using linen drawn-
work cloths. Each table was
centered with a silver revere
bowl filled With a summer
bouquet of multi-colored
daisies, mums and baby's
breath. The dining table had
an identicl floral arrangement
with aim-nave lace placemats
— At the end of the I Mr.chea • .
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Elwood Billington toasted the bridal
Brown, Sr., of Hardin and Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Norwood of the
Olive community.
dtiyeway is a border of azealeas, blooming red begonias, white alyssum, and mums. A
reckatof these plantings is found in a garden adjacent to the garage wail as well as
couple and presented ,them Aveniii.'- 
bordered along the north lot line fence. The back garden has many Varied and
with a gift of Aubecq Cook- Country hen, egg casserole, ;' blooming perennials such a daylilies, larkspur, peonies, mums, 
snapdragons; and assor-
The groom-to-be is the grandson of the late Mr. and Mrs. wi -
-cheese grits and fresh fruit ted daisies. Located within view of the back -patio are three rose gardens with many in
'George Coles of Hazel and Mrs. Grace_Flood fuid the late ware' ,.,.__., -. . along with breakfast pastries . bloom during the past month.- Hosts - and- hostesses were - - - - -
Goebel Robertson of Murray. Mr. and Mrs. Ted Billington, were served the twenty-five
Miss 144wead is aim graduate d Calk'waY Ci3ulitY'Righ Mr. and Mrs. Frank Edwards,
School and is employed by Curtis and Mays Studio. of Murray. Mr. iuid Mrs. Donald Keller.- . The honoree presented each ,,kguestsPresent ' -- 
.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
__Mr. Robertson is a 1776egraduate of Calloway County High *. and Mrs. Alren _Mofitt hostess with a hand decorated . MP •
f Murray' Mr nd Mrs Jlin orr, Mr.:;:--- finger tip towel personalized 41 ,Th• •
August 4, at 7:30 p.m. at Oak Grove Cumberland Presbyteriae Mr. and Mrs. Charles
•
pie.
brunch was held at the home
of Mrs: 'Jones, 1610 Miller
'all friends and relatives are invitedat attend. • "tile scene for a bridal - lura. door cooking easteu instead
_
• ewe , Biggest
Proper utensils make out- ale o the CenturyOnly special and out of town invitations are being sent and Alexander, Riveneood, was •
Alexander -were- Mrs.--Bohby -ft-cal to previa theiags arna-- --- 0- •
forks, tete tongs for turning • $50°° -Purchased
Pad
PATIENT AT MAyFIELD
„Martha Malone, Smith of
----Kirk.sey was dismissed June
21 from the Community
Hospital, Mayfield. ,
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Johnny Ingram of 'Murray
Route Two was Cliwiussed
June 23 frotn the Community
Hospital. Mayfield: .
1 / 2 Prig f,
Summer Sale Now in Progress
All Summer Merchandise 2 price including Stick


















,F1-ashions are 1/3 
Off ______,:.


















cheon.- Assisting Mrs. 
WO_
Nix -Crawford and Mrs. Fred vorful juices. A pastry brush ,40. ,Reuglar Prtce But Save 25 •
or nano* piint brush works
The guests were greeted at well for, brushing on a




FOR THURSDAY. JULY 6, 1878 • and Sate:
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 2IL
A certain amount-of dfiring
,could prove pkofitalile, but don't
- la your unagutaaawainiout•of
botinds The Arlen Is usually a
practical individual iday he be
so now! •
TAURUS
f Apr. 21 to May 21,
There will be Mud: contriving
and maneuvering for best
position'. Don't be left at the
post'. ACTiievement is possible in
out-of-the-ordinary ways and
places. Be resourceful •
GEMINI aMay 22 to June 2-1 -
Be carotid how you invest
both time and money. No,,
mater how enticing a new
proposition may sound,- give it
careful thought. You COULD be
taken in by rosy promises, if not
on guard
CANCER
t June 22 to July 23, Camp,
bar-
0-




• Bring a Friend
the atars—say- 
 What-kind
r'ead-----the forecast detalis overlooked. Be-
of day will slacken your gait inorder to 
-tarnkrrow be? To find out what detect erroc of •rilethod - sr' •
given for your birth. Sian. 
.
stop dead. Keep working toward
• ultimate objectives.
SCORPIO
1.Oct. 24 to No. 22-1:
Don't head 'v .into com-
plications. Steera dear wale
focus ambitions, on an at:
le plateau DOI strive
for the unreasonable.'
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Business matters, _difficult
tasks, long-range planning
favoreonow. -But don't rush Vito
things. Have patience,. be
vigilant and precise.
CAPRICORN -
Dec. 72 io Jan. 20r viJ
Competition is still on the
7 move Get with it and gear
yourself to the demands which
are appropriate
AQUARIUS
Gains from past good effort*
indicated, but don't rest on your
laurels. There are-further goals





t;o1 'of the ( Feb 20 to Mar. 20)
ate4M
1(Cz
emotions needed In discussion,s. Generous influences on the
Listen to all and judge ob- whole. Both artistry and.
jectively. -Leave out per- imagination. stimulated. Use
sonallties and conjecture. Don't both well- and results will
let the "double talk" of others plaase.
confuse you.
tE°
Without realizing it, you may-, 




together. This is a daY edusivc-- responsibility Your curiosity is
defcatkiteforactelearion.„---thinking and soundless, which helps ..eou to
VIRGO 
obtain more knowledge than
( Aug- 24 to Sept. 13j W°•.! takeuotherspascindenwcheichas, ashcaoulreewd ,y°uas
The Virgoan likes 'room for many Cancertans have, can
IOW. new projects, the mains take you far - actually into new
ta_ imperje undesirable worlds of discovery which could
This day Prbenisei benefit mankind. Other fields
You should 
accompiY for )(shall oaf thPsegmii stesuichtedinctowritingyodrmediabcinelitiaends:
deal. .
LIBRA 
• institutional work - especially'
_ft nr . with Children. Birthdate of








IF-11 reihd ricatil elkv tit
ataa....11
ir are pleased to an-_ - •
nountv 'hat ,Linda• flan.
hride•elert ,
ha. .elerterl



































; NEED LE WOMAN
l
CS
Prices Good Thni Sat., July 8th
0-6 Sion , Tues., Sat
14 Vie Thurs.. d..  Fri.1-5 Sunda y9
-*-Central Steipping Center, Murray, Ky.
INSTANT DRESS LOWEST PRICEEVER
POLYESTER INTERLOCK KNITS REG
SOLID COLORS & PRINTS 50.
NCHJUST SEW 1 SEAM DOWN THEIIACK
WHITE
REG


























OUR ENTIRE STOCK OF JACQUARDS,
YABNINES,& ALI, OTHER FANC1F.S
REG. $3.99, y -
$2.99 — $1.99 YD 2 PRICE
POI Y &










.PERFECT FOR $1 alp
SPORTSWEAR &






























SAVE' 4• RFX: $i99
--144trrefrtftlIr
SOLID coums
SO110 COLOR POLYESTER. _
111111016
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.11u..iness ‘Iirror . I3 John Cur.'s-lit(
Fractions And
Home Mortgages
NEW YORK iAP When you're
dealing with home mortgages, frac-
tions can become thousands of dollars,
and thouriandaeftrotriebuyers who usu-
ally count their pennies seem unaware
of IL__  
The situation is being illustrated
daily, as mortgage rates inch their way
higher, and the illustration carries-with
it the advice to buyers: bargain for
every fraction of a percentage paint you
can get.
instances taxes would_greatly reduce
the eventual total. And besides, the
buying power wottid be greatly reduced
- by inflation at the end of 20 years.
-- No question abate it. But something
would beleft, and when  pennies counts,„ 
"something" is worth fighting it. f
they are useful to the lender, you may
be sure they can be of equal ,service to
you.
There is an argument, however, for
simply paying the going interest rate
without delaying to shop around or
-trying to negotiate for the very lowest
rates. That reason: Inflation.
Housing prices have been rising as
steadily as mortgage rates, tacking on
about 12 percent. to the median cost of
new homes in just one year's time. The
$50,000 borne thus becomes the $56,000
an $50,-000 dwelling carrying an 80 pe_r- - - home-
nt mortgage. At 9 percent, the There's no doubt _whatever,Ce total -
therefore, that when the 'question istomes to$86,376. At 9.4,- expenditures
_reach, $ailta60-- 
between waiting . for lower interest  
The monthly diffe ar er.ence between -. -s-r or buying Inungdfatelf,-the odds
_are 2359.90, thi9 percept rate, an ci $370.25,. • in fiiwor of ttie latter.
For one thing, the $56,000 homethe payment required by a 9.4 percent
mortgage, might seem like requires a larger downpayment ofsmall
. In the past year, single-famili con-
ventional mortgages have risen to 9.4 ----
scent_sfrom - 9 percent,, 'rather
modest-appearing =lease until "ft is
translated into dollars, nearly 2,500 of
them.
That amount is reached by adding up -
the monthly payments for 20 years on
'change. But after 240 payments, it's " $11,200. For another, the monthly
becomes big dough.
The nearly $2,500 isn't the full amount
either. If the small monthly savings
were invested at current rates, the
figiire would nearly double.
Some home investment advisers -inevitable incre,aaes that can be ex-
maintain that this argument h pected in housing pricesas an
• illusary quality because few individuals But in their eagerness to buy, couples
would regularly Invest- such small and single people - and surveys show
increasing percentages of singles aremonthly amounts of money and con-
buying - would be foolish:hi ignore thetinue to do so for 20 years.
Moreover, they point out, in some level of interest rates betweersdifferent•
payments at 9.4 percent' add up to
$99,500 after 20 years.
For home shoppers, therefore, the
least expensive strategy would be W




Heartliae .is a service for senior. .
citizens. It's purpose is to. gasses--
questions and solve problems -it. If-
- :you have a question or a problem ad
answered in these columns, write .
s-s-Heartline, 114 East Dayton Street, West
-'Alexandria, Ohio- 4581. You will
''receive a prompt reply, but you must-
include a stamped, self-addressed
_envelope. The most useful replies will ,
be printed in -this column.
HEARTLINE: I am getting reads,
-retire at the-age of 63. Since I wili not
yet -be 65, and eligible for Medicare, I
will need to purchase a/private health
-:---Ansuntrice policy. Because 1 am in good
. health, the type of policy I want is
hospital coverage only._ I am not in-
• terested in a policy that covers medical
bills. Is it possible t9 get a policy that
s. cover only hospital-cost?--S. K._ -
Yes, many health insurance policies,
s' 'including most Medicare supplements,
_do pay only hospital charges,• The
pay all or a persentage of
your hospital charges direaly to the
• hosejtal, or the policy may pay; so many
dollars per day to you while you are
hospitalized.
Answering qgestions and solving
problems on health insurance has been
.orle of the primary functions of Hear-
Aline during the past four years.
Because many people do not know what
type of health insurance they need and
do not understand the policies they see,
Heartline has prepared a brochure to
help you In making a wise decision
_ when purchasing your insurance. This
- brochure covers tip in buying a policy
and what to look for in-your policy. For
a, free copy of this literature, write to
Heartline Health Insurance, 114 E.
s - Dayton st., .West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. Please enclose one J. -cent stamp
,with your request. -
HEARTLINE: I am a veteran of
, World War II. I am presently totally
-disabled and I draw my Social Security
ilisabililyslhave a Y.A_life insurance
policy with a Monthly premium of
$32.20 and I am finding it difficult to
• make these, payments because of my
' disability. I do not want to cancel this
, policy and lose my coverage. Can I do.
anything to reduce or . waive _my
prerruum payments and stiffretain
coverage?--C„ S.
There is a posaibility that you could
• be eligible to have your p4mium
• payments waived. If yoursiisabiliby is







birthday and has continued for sis or
-more consecutive months, you may be
eligible for a waiver of premiums for as
long as you remain totally disabled.
Applicationssfor this may be made at
isny •VA' office:
• isVARTLINE; I have recently been
named "represenative payee" for my
thicleT Scicial Security benefits. Can
you tell me what My duties will be? -
E.L.
Your job is to use the Social Security
benefits in the beneficiary's best in-
terest. To do this, you must keep
yourself shifermed of what the
beneficiary needs. This is particularly
importeet when the beneficiary does
not livis lp your home. Ycni, Must also
r port' (for- the beneficiary) certain
ev ch can affect the pigment of. --
hia Social-Security -benefits and, upon."
request, you must be able to account for
whet you did with the Social Security
benefits paid .to you on behalf of the
beneficiary.
Low Down
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Poll Says Carter Not Tough
NEW YORK (AP) - Americans say
President Carter isn't tough enough in
dealings with Russia, and they believe,
• that the Soviet Union has surpassed the
United States in Military pineers an
Associated Press NBC News- pall
shows.
These opinions are a major factor in a
decline in the public's rating of Carter's
performance, the telephone survey of
-- 1;600 persons showed.
With a new round of arms talks
scheduled this month in Geneva,
Switzerland, sentiment in this country
for a new nuclear arms pact with the
U.S.S.R. is still overwhelming. The
public bOcks-Suelesispect bv- a 1404
margin. ,
But Americans are divided over
whether it would strengthen their
natiottal security. ••
Forty-five. -of' those
questioned on Jurii 27 andJtuie n said
Carter has not been tough enough ip
dealings with the Soviet Union, while 5
percent said he has been too tough.
Thirty-five. percent said he has- set the
right tone in the negotiations. Fifteen
percent were not sure.
This public perception comes despite
periodic Carter efforts in recent weeks -
to take a harclielitreloivard the Soviet
Union.
"We're not going to let the Soviet
Union push us around," Carter said in a
speech in Fort Worth. Texas, on June
23. "We're not going to be second." •
'Respondents were asked- if they
-thought- the Unite& stilreVffibuld- be
stronger in military terms than Russia.
'A majority - 52 percent - favored a •
U.S. military edge, while 39 percent






• REP,. „JOHN M. ASHBROOK
(Ohlo)u...It is not the educational
bureaucrats that liberals remove when
there is a tax cut, nor is it the liberal's
per eiperimental education. boon-
doogles that,get the axe. Instead, they
„threaten to fire the classroom teacher.
j "To respond to tax cut by announcing
cuts in essential services is a blatant
show of incompetence and is a
demonstration of contempt for the
voters, .It fools nobody.., because
everyone knows that a major portion of
every government's money is wasted,
and that waste should be cut before any
reduction in essential services is even
considered. -
"Ten years ago.. .a huge number of
voters coukl be cowed by these threats
of cuttingback on police, firemen, and
teachers. But today's electorate is
bectiming a hard-nosed bunch, and the
public official who tries this sort of
thing is going to have his bluff called...
"Politicians who try to punish their
constitutents for demanding tax cuts
are tryieg to live in the past, because
today's electorate simply is-not going to--
be intimidated. Budget support
the past, as are load politicians like
budgets in his city." A
"tee: vfilinitCol olessxs,clea4rely:os low irthialat
the liberal majority is trying to live in
begun cutting back on police and school
Mayor Bradley of Los Angles, who has
SENATOR BARRY GOLDWATER
caught with his pants down once again.
A report from Los Angles County ibis it
that a 33-year-old Woman has collected
- nearly a quarter-million dollars__ in
welfare overpayments by claiming that
ltlie had 47 children...Investigation has
revealed that she actually had only
four.
"Nonetheless, she was ablate pull the
•
wool_uver Uncle Sam's eyes for 7 years
She managed to falsify birth cer-
tificates, driver's licenses, and social
security cards. Now $239,587.50 later,
not including Use noncash benefits such
as food star-rips:and medical benefits
hes received, and arrest warrent has
been issued...
"Incidents such as this case of fraud
further justifies the taxpayer revolt




Its not forget the $100,000 metal
baseball bat, as an Art object, that was
recently installed in front of the new
Social Security building in Chicago.
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Four percent said the United States
should not be. as strong,' and five per-
cent were not sure.
Then the respondents were asked
whetherthe United States is stronger in'
Military terms than the Soviet Union.
Only 17 percent rated this country the
more aowerfurralistary force, with 37,
percent-Siring Russia more powerful.
Thirty-five percent said the countries
are about equal and 11 percent were not
sure.
The latest round of -negotiations
'aimed at a new Strategic Arms -
Limitation Treaty agreerneet with the




back such a pact.
Two-thirds of those • interviewed
favored an agreement limiting nuclear
weapons. Only 22 percent opposed, it,
with the remainder unsure.
This support for a new SALT
agreement came despite serious
misgivings about its impact.
About 45 percent said a new pact
wauldstrengthen our security - but 36
percent' said a new agreement would






relations is a major factor in the
public'!' ow estimate of his work on
foreign policy in general. -
Those who think that Carter has "set
the right tone" with the RusSitins,give
him a 36-60 negative job rating on
foreign policy. But those who think he
has "not been tough enough" give his
foreign policy work an overwhelining
14-81 negative rating.
As with any sample survey, the
results of the AP-NBC Nessesspolls could
differ from the results of interviews
with all Americans with teleptipnes
because of chance variations in the
sample: -
For polls, with t,600 interviews, the
results should vary no more than three
percentage points either way solely be-
cause of sample errprs. That is, there is
only one chance out of 20 that the
results of interviews with all  American
adults would vary froth these results by
more than three percentage points.
Of course, the results could vary from
other polls because of_differences in the
Wording of questions, timing of in-





That Baptist Church, Murray
The scripture declares in I Peter 2:9 -
'But you are a chosen race, a royal
Priesthooct a holy nation, God's bwn
People, that you may declare the
wonderful deeds of him who called you
out of darkness into his marvelous
hght•-•!" The transforming power of
Christ which makessiss new creature
enables the believer to directly ap-
proach -God :and _have fellowship with
• Him. Svery Christian is thus a Priest. A
curtain once prevented any but the
High Priest from entering the Hely.a.
Holies. Christ's death and resurrection
opened the way for all to enter the
presence of God. It is recorded in
Hebrews 10:9 -
"Therefore brethern, since we have
confidence to enter, the sanctuary by
-the blood of Jesus, by.the new and living
way which he opened for us through the
curtain, that is, threugh his flesh, and
since We have a great priest over' the
of God, let us .clraw hear with e
true heart in a ful assurance of faith."
According to these and other scrip-
tures there are no special ranks or
classes in the spiritual family where
God is our Father, Christ our Lord, and
the Holy Spirit our power. This means
that within the churches every member
--has an equal voice and ihould share in
- the responsibility of fulfilling the work
of Christ. Pastors and leaders are
equippers to, enable the entire body to
do the work of the ministry.
This truth of the priesthood of -all
believers has- been a part of God's
revelation for generations and indelibly
carved into the edifice of the New
Testanient church established by Jesus
DQe.31 it not seem strangely ,
ironical and rather. late to help', a
religious leader declare in 1778 that God
"has heard our prayers, and by
revelation has confirmed that the long-
promised day has come when every
faithTUI, viorthy-rnan in the church may
recieve the holy priesthood.., without
regard for race or color." A much older
bauk_and mach runr0 authoritatim,_
Person spoke that word from God
centuries ago: -
"in Ctrtst Jesus you are al/ sons of
Cod, through faith. For as many of you
ea were baptizedli) Christ have put on
Christ. There is neither ,Jew oqr Greek,
there.is neither slave nor free, Sthere is
neltiierMale nor female; for you are all
One in Christ Galatians 3-26-28"
t • .
_
According to scripture not only -
blacks and every nationality have the
same privileges but women as well as
men in worship and status before God.
The world needs no new revelations.
God has spoken! The most dificult jokis
to put it into practice where we live,
work and play. Since He loves all, died
for all, and, welcomes all into his
presence I niust love and accept all. We
love because He first loved us. The hope
for peace in racially divided area of the
World - Africa, Israel - and for
brotherhood in every, part ot the world
lies with Christians. God has made us• s
all of one blood. The .blood of Jesus
Christ has made us new and with Him •
we can live together in peace, love,and
cooperation. The priesthood of all
believers has significant dimensions in











and encouraged. All letters Must be
signed by the writer snd-the writer's
address and phone numbrr 'must be
included for verification. Thefione
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
• I I
and shouy be ,on tepies of -general
interest.
Pditors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers: -
Address correspondence to:
Editor, ' The Murray Ledger
Tinejlox 32, Murray, Ky. 4207/.
10 Years. Ago
Wayne Cordrey, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Gail Ccrdrey of Murray, has been
promoted to Staff Sergeant in the Air
Force. He is stationed at Tau Son Nhut
Air Force Base,'Vietnam.
Deaths reported include Leo Hen-
drickst
Dr. James Byrn, president-elect of-
the Kentucky Optometric Association,
was delegate to the annual Congress of
American Optometric Association held'
et Misuni Beach,. Fla.
Debbie ,Jones, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Alvis E. Jones, has been named as
,first vice-president of the Kentukey
s-Lalte District of the Future
Homensakers of America. She is
, president of the Murray High FHA
chatster.
Kathleen Patterson will be direct& of
the Vacation Church school to be held
July Et to 12 at the First Methodist
Church.
20 Years Ago
Airman Third Class Dewey F. Perk,s,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Dewey 0. Parks,
has completed his initial course of Air
Force military training at Lackland Att.
Forre-Base;,Ters-s. — -
Stephen E. Wrather and Frank R.
Ellis, both formerly, from Calloway
County, will be featured speakers at the
annual meeting of the tobacco growers
to be held at the Murray City Park on
R. L. Cooper, administrative
assis-ant of the Calloway County Health
Department, said r,abies clinics have
been set up in various sections of the
county July 9 to 11.
Bro. Preston Cottutm of Fort Worth,
Texas, will be speaker at the gospel
meeting July 6 te, 13 at the Coldwater
Church of Christ. -
New officers of the Murray Toast-
mistress Club are Betty Lowry, Sadie
Nell Jones, Neva Gray AWaritten, Eula
Mae D8herty, and Lochie Hart. -- .-
30 Years Ago
The-community cannery at Hazel
High School will open July 6 and will he
open on Tuesdays and Thursdays
through Jury and three days each week
-in August, according to Mrs. Rose
Outland, special' teacher at the can-
nery, -
Deaths reported Tirciude Mrs. Sallie
Ann Smith, age 87, and Mrs. Tom
Bynurif, age 71. 
-The Bank of Murray has ressurees of
$6,891,006.68, according to the published
statement as of June 30, "1948.
The Tennessee Valley Authority
•announted it paid out. $2,007,803 to
states and counties in lieu of taxes
during the fiscal year that ended July 2.
Kentucky's share was 137,000 and to
Kentucky counties was $32,184.
Charles Gage has been appointed as




By The Associated Press
- Today is Wednesday, July 5, the 186th
day of 1978. Ttere are 17.9 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history: -
On this date in 1811, Venezuela
became the first South American
country to declare its independence
from Spain.
On this date:
In 1798, Napoleon Bonaparte cap-
tured the Egyptian port of Alexandria.
In 1830, the French occupied the
North African city of Algiers.
In 1885, William Booth founded the
Salvation Army in London.
In 1940, during World War U.
diplomatic., relations were broken
between Britain -and the Vichy
government in France.
In 1960, Sen. Lyndon Johnson an-
nounced he was a- candidate for the
Democratic nomination for president.
In 1976, Jose Lopez Portillo Was
elected president of Mexico, succeeding
[Ails Eschev eerie .
Ten years ago: a British vegetable
shop operator who r;le a solo voyage
around the world in ,S1 sailboat, Alec
Rose, was knighted. hfr Queen Eliza-
beth.
Five years ago.: -771 United States
decided against sending' an am-
bassador to Uganda after President Idi
Amin upset diplomatic protocol, by
wishing -President Richard Nixon a
speedy recovery, from th,e WSteagate
4. affair.
One year ago: The army in Piajastan
seized power in a tloodles:4 (Snip that
unseated Prime Minister Zulfika Ali
Bhutto. . _
Today's birthdtifs: Soviet Foreign
Minister Andrei Gromyko is 69 years
old. Julie Nixon Eisenhower is 30.
former Ambassador Henry Cabot
lodge is 76.
Thought for today: If I listen, I have




Christ dtame unto hit own, and his
own received him not. lohn 1:11
,tompday, (hum ic going lo Ofne
again and sake worts Him a11 aloe:
who have received Him. 1554l' you be
Mir going with !esti% on that Day/
-.9 S
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CLASS REUNION -1,he'1959 graduating class of New Concord High School held 
a
piCriic--tewaion for the grads aM their families on tune 10 at the 
MurrayeCalloway-rar-
Out of 23 graduates sisteen were present for the event along with Mr. and 
Mrs. Ed-
ward T. Curd and Otis Wynn, teachers.' Another reunion was planned in 1983. 
Pictured(
tett to right front row, Tommy Parker, Tipton Curd, Hal 
Winchester, Robert McCaske,
Anna Marie McCage; Carolyn Garland, Janice Cates, Eva Mae Hale, Otis 
lovins, back
row, Larry Dunn, toe Green„„Charles Edwin Stubblefield, George Roberts-, Dorsey Hen- -
don, Eesene Rowland, and Joseph Larry Curd. Anothergraduate present but 
not pic,
tured Vo aS David Finney. •
• By MARTA-gib WEN -
Assedinted'Preta Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -
State Energy Cemniissioner •
Damon Harrison say'renereY
conservation is a trade-off.
One generally has. to Mains
an initial inVestment in order
py save on electricity ;as and
--other fuels-M-the-long run, he
said.
Next weeekend the Energy
-Department arid the Gover-
nor's Office of Volunteer'
Services are sponsoring a
Tc-onierence aimed at getting
more people, 'vecl, -m_
spreading the energy
-conservation gospel. -
-The- conferente is being held
as part of the State's energy
coriservation plan-to take the
,..message to the grassroots
Harrison said during an:
interview.
• "We're trying to. develop a,
cadre in each countfriVailabIe
to . talk' to clubs and
organizations," he said.
Each Kentucky -county has
been asked to nominate and
-send ihree vehmters - with 10-
By H. JOSEF HEBERT Carter's mother, Allie Smith, not codunent .pubitelY-'011 the That meeting is expecyai to
Vice President Walter F. balcony. reporters as he made his way Secretary of State Cyrus R.
involve the foreign ministersAssociated Press Writer _watched )he fireworks from White House meeting.
WASHINGTON ( AP ) - the second-floor . Truman Mondale talked briefly with of the two countries as well as
Mondale briefed President Thousands of other persons back into the White House Vance-
. Gaiter for nearly an hour vTewed the display from the from the South Lawn.
Tuesday on his Middle East -capital. Mall and other van- Mondale said he was "quite Mondale returned from his
trip and indicated later that tage points around lahe city. ' positive" that Israel and Middle East trip early
otistacles remain to . finding . • , Carter, who interrupted a Egypt would resume face-to- Tuesday morning, bringing
• peace in the region. . '10-day . vacation at the face talks in London later this back a copy of the latest
---"It was-a successful trip," presidential retreat at Camp month but added that a final Egyptian peace plan that, he
Mondale( told. reporters- after David to talk with Mond_ale decision was, still to be made said, would be presented to
the White House. ''But the 
Israel en Wednesday. ,meeting with the president at and watch the fireworks, did by the Israeli cabinet.
diffieulty ithere is in trying to 
_.
cannot be un- .
,employment 
—
'° flnwflfdienrdestimacted.After the meeting, Carter
• and Mondale waded into a 
.
crowd of several hundred - . 
. 
.
had assembled on the South , rate dropped 'slightly by 
0.1 .force.
Kentucky'S unemployment and reentrants into the labor-. government employees whe
Lawn ea .the white House to percent from---April to May, "Total employment 
in
fireworks display-,--held at the
watch the annual July Petirth according to Robert Kentucky Is, 
estimated to be
nearby W a-allin g t o n ' 
MacDonald; chief labor 1,487,300 in May, 44,706 more
Monument. ' -Department ,,for Human 
last year. It is possible for
market analyst for the worker than during May of
4 total employment andResources. , ----After greeting
gcareertienrg, theMondaem-le._
their wives,- the presidentts 
That represents 1.400 fewer unemployment to increase
daughter, Amy, and Mrs. 
Unemployed workers in May simultanteously as .more
than April. The rate in May people enter the labor force,''
was 4 percent of the total labor MacDonald said. .
force in Kentucky as corn- Nonagricultural wage and
in its energy ' conservation audit" of each home in the printed on what it would cost
plan, according to Deputy state. . , .____- _to take certain conservation
Energy Commissioner John Harrison-said about 2.0(1,000 meattites, and what it would
ye in the long run. . . ,- , ---t-..-
'74-distributed so ' far to allow-' ' '
-,
- audit forms have been saStapleton.
the state has already begun__
implementing programs' 
to 7_.liomeowners to determine
gaA-promote car' pools and public 
fwrhaorn t beinmefpiltie'm,theenytincgan:
transportation, and has
initiated- -new - purchasing- 
serVation measures.
Policies Tin stairi and local 
Forrns 
are
the state Energy Departmentgovernment to improve
of----.--energy efficiency. Kentucky:: 
or from the UhiVersity 
already had a law- permitting u 
eta ti v e
E-itension Service. Aright turns on red lightsrthe
,fifth mandatory measure.-
'The- state Energy Depart-
ment is also developing
supplemental censeation
-piens, such. as--an ."-energy
from Jefferson County - who NEW---YORK- f-AP - Good
>will make a commitment to,'‘day,' Amertraryou may have
speak to various local cfffe-  ben wondering what happened
groups about energy iSsues. ono ur Rand birthday.
Jim Walker with trig,/ Well, in Cincinnati; they 're_ •
volunteer services office said enacted .-fa Civil War -battle
.the, 367 Parte-I-pants come which few will remember.
from allair of life, with one. in Boston, 'Arthur Fiedler
thing-.. COnUflon their led the Boston Pops tbrougra
coik_ern about wasting' splendid Tueschly evening
energy. culminated with the "1112.
State :Department Overture" by Tchaikovsky.-
--Stiff- members will provide About - 300,000 people - ab-
_traiaing -4er, conference _phiefled wildly.
participants!, with emphasitt. ' In Seattle, American Legion
on conservation- measures Post No, 1 couldn't, come up




fDepartnient has- gi'Zren Ken-
tucky an extensiOn_until Oct.-1
to impTement federal
guidelines .on lighting stan-
dards for Most ,:public
buildings- and- thermal stan-
dards for nty_t_and reiterated long weekend.
buildings. ----grom the 15th floor of an
.The state has been prumteed apartment house in
$1,11 *ion in federal fun& Manhattan, one 'could look
' this year, contingent en' down on 66th Street and see a
--meeting federal requirements -lire engine frustratedly
with a parade because, a ,
spokesman ' said, interest
wasn't what itiihee was..
Two' years _
responded to its 200thbirthday
as a family: This year it
seemed to revert, as perhaps
it should, to a nation of
families. This Fourth of July
was lesS a celebration than a
free F.or The Asking)
BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
BOX 307, "MtWia-):, 42071- •
either fill tomeowner cart 011
the form and figure out his
situation hiinselt-nr he muff&
it out and ask the extension
service to tctd it through A
etatipiiter and send 'him a
sounding its sirens atsnine 200
cars that clqgged its way to-
iihswerikan alarm. tkildren
and adults in the cars were
already, bite for a....,fireworks
display • over the Hudson
River. '
Two-years-ago, it seemed,
we were all going in the same
*direction and no one got in
anyene's-way.-
Most of -New-'York-'.s holiday
celebrations weft --Washed out,
including "Op Air 1978" an
aerial parade of antique and
. classic aircraft above New
York Harbor. Two years ago it
was the parr& of tall ships...
).9evertheless, it was a
terrific fireworks show over
the river and with the Boston
Pops playing on the televison
set, no one doul4 have known
it was not, 1976. Except-if it
were, everyone would have
been at the riverbank, not
indoors.
It was, incidentally the 100th
anniversary of the birthday of
a man named George M.
Cohan Who wrote "Yankee
Doodle Dandy,:' born on the
Fourth of July, ---
A fireiiiirkk display at
Candlestick 'Park, sponsored
by the San Francisco
Chronicle, was threatened
until the last minute because
the city-said it could not afford
the clean-up. Blame
Proposition LI. At the eleventh
hour, the cavalry came to the
rescue.
The number of people
unemployed in Kentucky in'
May was 61,300 people which
was 7,800 more people thaa a
year ago. The rate of unem-
ployment wis .4 percent
higher than last May. Almost
one third of this" May's-
---anernPloyed persons werenew_
ry eirtiritryiztrfrl. • SS the-
largest segment the labor
force and is the group most
affected by changes in the
economy. This group reached
an all time , high in May with
1,221,700-viprkers or 59,800
above May of fast year.
' Most of this employment
gain' took .place within the
_ ncuiniariracturing industries.
Construction employment is
11,000 persons higher thap last
year; trade has increased
15,800 and government is up
by 10,500. Most of the increase.
in government workers (67.9
percent) occurred within local
government. The number of
state workers (excluding
education) has increased f.7
percent over the past year.
The contents of the proporial
have not yet been publicly
announced and Mondale
declined to characterize the
plan.
However, in ,Cairo, Egypt's
semi-official newspaper Al
Ahram outlined the proposal,
saying it insists on Israeli
withdrawal from the* West
Bank, Gaza and tag
Jerusalem during a transition
period not to exceed five
years.
- Route 3 Box 400 Murray 753-3369
"Our Aim is the Lowest Prices Around"





. .38 4" SAN Saw Combat Nader Kees 514$ piss tax
.224%" Mee Whig Stoat Saw* Action $3$.110 phis tax
.224%' Combo Shoe Mick Sam $41.110 pill's tax
te I call this big news!
The Maxwell House sfoiks
want you to get a break on
their great-tasting instant
coffee.
"See those two offers .
below? One gives you a 404
break when presented to your grocer.
The second gets you a $1 coupon refund whea--
you send it in with two, proofs of purchase ,
from any 6,10 or 14-'oz. jar of Maxwell Houk
Instant Coffee. Use them both and get a
$1.40 'coffee break'!
"Now that may not be the kind of ',coffee
break' you're used to thinkin' about. But I'll






I Save $1 00 on your next purchase of Maxwell House
I Instant Coffee We'll send you a 81.00 coupon refund
toward your next purchase of M,exwell House Instant
• Coffee when you send us proofs of purchasefrorn Iwo 2-I' Tan of 6,10 or 14-oz. of Maxwell House Instant Coffee
'Proof of purghase itarecquate, of tram ate '
arkii00 or 14-oz, or of Maxwell House Instant Coffee,
MAIL TO: Maxwell House coupon Refund
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Winner of '50 Gift Certificate
VICKI WASHER  -
Register for Free Prizes! '50 Gift Certificate each
week for 4 weeks. *100 Gift CertifiCate will be
given as Grand Prize July 19th.
No Purchasos Necessary.
Special Selection
Ladies Dress & Casual
SHOES
Large Assortment UM S-10 -














































































Full rear & front
Twin rear & front
Uncle Jeff's Sporting Goods will be open soon. Here are a couple of sale items from
our new sporting Dept.
Anchormate







• 4 PRECISION bEAR,NGS
• RaGNT OR LEFT MAhD RETRITvt
• EASY TO PALM CASE DESIGN
• om, orr ANTI REvEPSE
• DENT PROOF- P000
• FAST .,OINTRFUL ACTA •
• REPLACEABLE FOOT
• COW- JSiON PROOF
• NEV UGHTWEiCHT Of
1 zieg. Retail $19.99
limit 1
No Dealers






News discevery1 freepea Blanket
*skis ibis seas rays tg give so. •
mere ma, ever tan.
Tropic Sun




Wheall.gann oily hair, oleo dry heir,
. axilvene iesnord hair. 15 es.
Ladies
Shorts






























' Kitnrude 50/l itatio •_ . _ _ . .
Discount Prices
















































'Alt limes - Given Are
-astern Cenrraktwnes





5014, 30 ELECTRIC COM-
PANY' .
6110/5:00 ZOOM, (Captioned)
6#015:30 CINCE UPON A
CLASSIC . 'Robin Hood•'
Rbain b,eComes.an enemy of
irse Sher ill of Nottin hatft)






.tee -Ohio River's power
Olen rred and:.
h.cfear, and-Mitir.-Fanky gotb44
tCthe first birthday part of
Hie Northern Itenyfieicy Chris-
t Widow. Widowers and
gees Club. •
:30 IN.SEARCX QF THE
LAMERICA 'Black Prop-
's:LA.4ex Haley. Julian Bond
.others debate Ben Wet-
-
SATURDAY,  JULY  8
-12.30 p.m./11:30 a.m. NEW
SHAPES. EDUCATION
-1:00412:00 GED "Science .1
The Heart, (R)
1:30/12:30 GED '•Science II
The Blood" (131 „ •




M.D. 'Allergy" ,.11.---look at





- -azaleas (R) • ,
41)01100 THE FRENCH CHEF
lce ereefe':--37Ifia` *Child
prepares the most refreshing
dessertfor hot summer days
-4:30/3:30 IN SEARCH OF THE-'
REAL AMERICA "Black:Prog-
ress" • "
500(4:00 • CONSUMER SUR-
VIVAL KIT "Charities/
Childre4,s, OTC Drugs- r R)
(Captioned)" •
I:304:30 TURNABOUT "Per-
sonal Courage ifi) (Cap
honed) ,




11:30110'30 STUDIO SEE Ex-
plore the new sport of wind-
surfing off the California
-coast. visit a 12-year-old
beekeeper and get tips from
Artist Bell" Stahl on drawing
animals in motion. A young








Ohlo_BiVe; power plantsand a
uri'rq-Ge Northern Kentucky
singles club are featured (R)
2:001.1:00 THE ADVOCATES
3:00/2:00 EVENING AT POPS
SPECIAL-ON THE ESPLA-
NADE The 4th of July con








TORY GARDEN Jim starts
6:00/700 CONSUMER SUR-




centers on birth • control
methods •
9:00/11:00 OPERA THEATER
'Falstaff*' Sir John Falstaff
tries to woo not one but two
ladies known- as The Merry















7:3016:30 THE DICK CAVETT
SHOW E. ' V. -filarhurg.,•
Songwriter * Part II
8.0017:00 NATIONAL
GEOGRAPHIC SPECIAL "The
Volga'. Russian history, tradi- •




tEATRE -Poldark Rossds that the costs of
*OISM are high (R)
FRIDAY, JULY 7 








e30/5:30 STUDIO SEE ROCK







WEEK IN REVIEW •
8:30/7.30 WALL STREET
WEEK,
B00/8:00 .WAR - Arm PEACE
scape- As the Muscovites
dvactiate their ctty,. Natasha,
persuades her father to abarV
don their belongings and take
ippundeg soldiers with- them
i Sit &id.
1900/1100 THE- BRONX IS
BURNING A study of -the
busiest fire department in the
Antics airorki. and the- men
teho.fight the fires •
• •
7:00/6:00 WORLD WAR I






lullabies from past genera-
tions are shown, and a barber





solos wrth the Los Angeles
Philharmonic Orchestra as
Composer Aaron Copland
. conducts a performance of
his favorite works. •
900/11:00 IN PERFORMANCE
AT WOLF TRAP "'Benny
Goodman- The "King of
Swiral-_perforrns. with both 
The Gershwin' version Of
-"Rhapsody in Blue': is
featured.
10:0079:00 IN PERFOR-
MANCE AT. WOLF TRAP
"Bondie Relit and Mose
All n' -









two years hence .
6:30/5:30 ONCE UPON A
CLASSIC •Robin Hood
Robin, Will and Ralph are all
outlaws nOvr, on the run front
the Sheriff's men
7:00/6:00 WORLD WAR,.)
'America the Neutral- '
-14343K.‘ BEAT
"Ferber A Biography of Edna
Ferber & Her Circle'
8:00/7:00 EVENING AT POPS
"Henry Mancini" Oscar.




Agatha's dying curse haunts
George. Is Valentine his own
.son2
10:0019:00 WAR AND PEACE
'Escape' -Natasha a--her--
father prepare to leave
Idoscpw (R).
MONDAY, JULY 10 _ 















are shown on this tour o
Volga River. -
9:00/8:00 THE RED BARON
Fighting men such as Ricken-
. backer and Manfred • Von
"Richtrioven- The Red
Baron -are showrt on this
film special.
10:00/9:00 NAACP CONVEN-
TION Highlights tif the 1578
convention.
WEDNESDAY JULY 12












7:30/6:30 THE 'DICK CAVETT-
StIOW Discussion On the
1‘1 t- 6w Right with a panel of
four conservatives
60017:00 -NOVA -The Green
Machine Time-lapse pho-
tography is used to show the
beauty of plants. and to ex-




AMERICA Secret Service" A
drama about a Union officer
trapped behind Confederate


















VAUD ONLY WHEN YOU BUY
TWO 4-ROLL PACKAGES
_ _ sirr 
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Limit 1 Per Farr Try Limit I Per Fa
Lux ‘ General Mil
Liquid Cheerio
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_Expires -
Good Ooly Al Slim)
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I 5 OS. 794
COUPON 805584



















































'Steaks . 5 lb. ix'ag $11












Limit 1 Per Customer With $7,5ti Additional
Purchase Excluding Tobacco and Dairy P-ooucts






























This RAIN CHECK invites you to
• il•• return to our store and purchase the
Pi, item listed that sold out-of-stock
before you arrived. Yes, at the same
low price as originally advertised...
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- An Eye For The Pitcher
Imarriglar waits cm a pitc I weekend action against Ft. Campbell Tlio Marray American
legion Squad won two of three contests to op its season record to 9-11.
Sue Outland of ,Murray.
tured the 35-and:0vets, singles
in the Owensboro Regatta
tennis tournament this past
weekend, but no one could
, .accuse her of immodesty.
- -I have a hard time
remembering scores,''
_ Outland said in recounting her
6-0, 6-4 victory over Berta -
Waters in the finals. The fact
that she played seven mat;
ched that same-day made it a
-- -bit easier to.fqrgive
memory.
Eddie :Hunt teamed - with
Roger Huston to defeat Henry
Baughman and .Ron- Smith 6-
3,5-7,6-2 in the 35-and-over
• men's dailies final:*
Hunt lost to Huston 3-6,7-5,6-
,. 4 in the 35-and-over singled;
final
Outland and• Waters
defeated Jo Ann Vessels and
Carol Riley -of Owensbaro 6-
3,6-2 in the 35-and-over
-women's doubles final.
Outland also teamed with her
'daughter, Kathy in the -
women's open doubles. They
dropped a tough 4-6, 64, 74
decision to -Marty Bastin and
Stoff Photo fly Tony Rises
Jane O'Brien, with the match
going to the final point in-the
tiebreaker before Bastin won
with an angled volley.
It was an all-Murray mixed
doubles final, as Kathy
Outland and Mike Costigan, a
imember of Murray State's
men's tennis squad; edged
-Hunt and Sue Outland 7-6, 6-3.
NEW YORK (AP i - The Rice, making his first All-
Minnesota Twine Rod Carew, Star Game start, is leading-the
batting a paltry - for him .-
, .341 and Boston's slugging Jim
Rice will lead the American
League into baseball's annual
Ali-Star Game July 11 at San
Diego.
AL-in home runs With 2;t, runs
batted in with 68, hits with 102
and triples with nine. He
polled 3,445,524 votes, second
highest.
Savings &1.90n Assoctation
1300 Johnson Blvd. 759-1-234
d Evonne-Matiina Matchup A Good One
By WINS011 DOBBIN •
(P-Sports Writer
WIMBLEDON, England
, (AP) - For a tennis player
under a lot of pressure and tot-
one who has been known to
crack under such conditions,
Martina Navratilova seemed
remarkably calm going into
today's women's semifinal at
the Wimbledon tennis
championships.
She could not hope for much
Sympathy from the fans, who
were likely to favor her in-
jured opponent, Iifr WW1-
Goole
"You have just got to
remember it is Evonne and
not fee/ sorry for het,"
Navratilova said. _
But she bore another burden
- the knirledge that Billie
Jean King's -hopes of a record
20th Wimbledon title rested
partly on her shoulders.
After losing a quarter-final
singles match to Chris Evert
Tueday, King's hopes of a
"Wimbledon record ilow lie in
the doubles. And her hopes of
bladon champion Eeonzie winning with _Navratilova
must he highur than her
chances of a_ victory in' the
%Used 'doubles, where she Is
paired with Ray Ruffels.
In the eight tournaments
they have played together,
King and Navratilova have
been beaten only once.
"There is a little bit of
pressure on me," said
Navratilova. "We know the
doubles is her big chance.
"Billie Jean wants it badly.
I want her-to break that
record. I think she deserves
Post 73 Whips Ft. Campbell
The Murray American
Legion baseball squad used
complete-game pitching
- performances from Brad
'--Taylor and Keith Tynes to
sweep a doubleheader from
Ft. Campbell Saturday. Post
-13 took 5-4 and. 4-3 decisions
before dropping a rain-
shortened, 74 contest to Ft.
Taylor walked three and
struck out nine in the first:-
game victory. Scott Tucker
laced two. hits to lead
• The Yanks whipped the
„Twins 13-5, and the Pirates
beat the Cards 9-5 in Little
League action Tuesday night.
The Yanks' Kyle Evans
tossed a no-hitter, walking
three and fanning 10.
Evans added two doubles
and scored three runs, Andy
Park and Mark Boggess
added triples for-the Yanks. -•-•
Rusty Wright- scored twice
for the Twins.
The Piratetrapped 10 hits in
their win over the Cards.
Tim Glavin belted three hits'
and scored two runs, and Jay
Wells added two singles.
Wade Smith scored twice for
the Cards.
Pirates 521 10-9 10 1
Cards 014 00-5 5 1
Dave Whitten, Brad Lyons and Shawn
Glavin. Marlin Cochrum, 4Loimy
Parrish and Wade Smith.
Mk MUSING
LENDER
All accounts are insured im to S40.000 and interest is compounded daily from date of deposit to date of 
withdrawal.
Passbook accounts may add to or withdraw at any time. Certificates ritivire S1,000.00 minimum. Dividends may be with-
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ertificates II Certificates Certificates
11112 % • 3/4 % 71k%
iffiatiii 11.111% Effective .1.Trt Effiritive.
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Certificates
Murray's seven hit attack. •
Tynes scattered six hits, but
it took a two-run Murray rally
in the ninth to give him the
victory.
Bob Thurman, Robert
Jackson and Larry „Watkins
opened the inapt with con-
secutive singles, with Thur-
man scoring on Watkins' hit.
r an rry was y a
pitth to load the bases, pinch-
hitter Stan Routt's infield
grounder was mishandled,
allowing Jackson to score' the
Ttie- Astros stopped the
Twins 28-25, and the Pirates
beat the Cubs 39-15-in. Park
League action Tuesday night.
-In games Monday, the Reds
beat the Cards 43-12, and the
Yanks edged the Mets 26-25.
It.',
Navratilova 'eased past
South Africa's Manse Kruger
7-5, 6-3 in her, quarter-final
Tuesday.
Goolagong: who has been
suffering with an ankle
ailment, beat Romanian
Virginia Ruzici. But she
nearly scratched -after trailing
5-2 in the first set.
After a chat with her
husband Roger, a British
businessman, she decided to
continue. She won title games
in a row to take/the set 7-5,
then recovereffrom 0-3 in the
second and wan 6-3.
The _Omen's semifinal
was a/repeat of one ..oflast.
semifinal Thursday, Jimmy
Connors - will meet Vitas
'Ge_pulaitia. Connors beat Raul
Ramirez of Mexico 6-4, 6-4, 6-2
Tuesday and pronounced
himself happy with his play:
"I played real good," he said.
Gerulaitis outdueled fellow
American Brian Gottfried 7-5,
__64,2-6, 6-3.
The other semifinal
Thursday will be between
Tom Okker of the Netherlands
- who is unseeded and beat
file Nastase Or Romania 7-5,6-
1, :2-6, 6-3 - and defending
champion Bjorn Borg - who
boat American Sandy Mayer
7-5, 6-4,4-3.
winning run, - -year's semis.. Defending
Ft. Campbell, jumped to a 7- champion Virginia Wade, who
1 lead in the fifth inning of /beat Mime Jausovec of
Sunday's game, before rain' . Yugoslavia 6-0, 6-4 'Tuesday,
'
halted play in the bottom Of played Chris Evert, who beati
the sixth and gave it the King 6-3, 3-6, 6-2.
victory. 
:(
Much of the drama Tuesday
centered on the men's singlealr
\ quarter-finals. '
lollutiay-, 9-11. traYels to Fort
Campbell for another twi4a.m.........111_nbill __.4ea_eti_Ameritirrp.
The Cards defeated the A'S
8-4, and the Yanks nipped the
Beds 12-9 in KenIticky League
games Tuesday night.
Jimmy Kelly farmed 14 A'S
in the Cards win. fle added a
single and double tapaess the
Card's-eight-hit attack,
Shawn Moore and Steve Fry
had two hits each for the
winners, while Robert
Hopkins laced a single and
double for the A's.
Mark West belted a double
and triple and pitched a
complete-game victory as the
Yanks won their eleventh
game without a loss. The win
also clinched first place in the
Kentucky League standings.
Cone Rule added a double
for the winners, while Jeff
Clendenon had two singles and
a double for the Reds.
A's ON 000-4 5 0
Cards 100 52x-8 8 2
Elk Whited and Terry -Jones; Jimmy
Kelley and Richard Jones.
Yanks 254 01-12 8 8
Reds 322 11-9
Mark West and Chris Padgett; Shawn
Idea we, Alan Hargis and Chip Adkins.
Swim Meet
Thursday
The Murray Sivirni'eain„ .
whicir will face s
City. in a meet Thursday at
3 p.m., will • depart for
Calvert City at 1:30 p.m.






Booster Club members are
invited to meet the newest
members of the athletic staff
in Room 228 of Roy Stewart
Stadium at 7:30 p.m. Thur-
sday..
New Racer Basketball
Coach Ron Greene and his
assistants will be presented,
as well as recently-appointed
Sports Information Director
Doug Vance.
For More Good Years
In Your Car
r.-Yo.u've seen American Eagle . Flesten. So strong, so flexible.
.Radialy advertised on TV. This Enloy all the advantages .of, the
is the lire with belts of Flex-ten - -American Eagle's gal saving
the cord derived from aransid. radial_ construction. including re-
fiber t h a t•s pound for pound sponsive handling and long wear.
stronger than steel No other tire Tire up and get your 4th tire free
cord, not even steel, can match Pay F.E.T. on 4 tires.
the combination of properties of
Sale Ends
Saturday
It wi s.lI out
of your sin we Will nsus you
a rata °heel! assusiae haw*




Ask for Power Streak 71.
It filo most American cars.
and you will etsioy the


















• Up to rfre major brand oil • Helpi-
protect moving ,parts & insures 'smooth
quiet performapcn • Complete chassis
lubrication and oil change • Check fluid




















6R78-I3 $ 77.30 $231.90 Filet $1.95
DR78-14 $ 82.50 $247.50 FREE $2.25
FR78-14 $ 89.90 $269.70 FREE $2.51
GR711-14 5 94.55 $28165 ma $2.65
Plit71144 - $100.75 $302.25 FREE $2.84
GR78-15 $ 97.90 $291.00 FREE
,
$2.75
f4R78-15 $104.30" 4312.90 rasa $7.34











Cushion Belt Polygiss- with
two trest&dirming baits of
fiberglits• cord for good.
wear, good traction. Poly'
estaccord body eoskii up
shock, delivers a smooth






$ 88 7.,"ti'cf /win"• exa wheftt drive
• Protect tints and,improvg vehlef•
performance • Inspect and. rotate
.4 tires, check sueperilUon and steer-
ing system • Set camber, caster and
toe-in' to manufacturers specifics-
-lions.









sod Libor. 11 feesSof
electreek Ipit4ewt-
$11.1111- ace $4111411 -4114rA
• Electronic engine, stertins ind chars-
ins system analysis • Install new points,
pat* pings, condenser add rotor • Set
dwell and engine limn's • Adjust carbu-
retor for fuel economy • No extra charge
for air conditioned cars • includes Volk..
waxen, Toytifii. Dannn and...light trucks
Just Say 'Charge It'
ihnt any of those 7 other ways to Huy Our Own
Custofner Credit Plan Master Charge • Bank Amerkard G 00D, EAR
• American Express Gird • Carte Blanche •Diners
Club Cash
Goodraleighislit Ow. must •
























































































































_ Tk. Cabs-somploteil-the4siiessortlast Friday with-IS-I-record and a tie for first place.
Pictured tem arti bottom* row, left to right: Chris Weatherly, Scott Andrus, Joim Paul Nix,
Stephanie Sammons, Jeff Enoch, Scott West and Heath Ryan. Second row are: Jay Suitor, Clint
Hutson, Mike Caldwell, Chris INR, Melanie Julian, Jeff Thompson, and Chris Henry. Back row ore:
James Weatherly, Billy Nix and Ronnie Hutson.
CINCINNATI (AP) —At 6-
foot-8, 237 ramds_, Houston
Agave pitcher J. R. Richard
isn't somebody you'd like to
see in a dark alley on a lonely
night.
For the CineiMiati Reds, a
wasn't even a good idea to see
him on a pitcher's mound on
the Fourth of July.
"That guy is awesome,"
those guys an-the-way to get Ehlies in. the fourth inning
out of there. " - Against Preston Hanna, 6-5.
- In other. National League Cubs 7, Cardivals 5
games, the San Diego Padres Bobby Murder's lead'Off
beat the San Francisco Giants home. tun in the fifth inning
• 7-5; the Los Angeles Dodgers snapped a 4-4 tie and triggered
whipped the Atlanta Braves 4- Chicago over St.Liniii Tor the
1; the Chicago Cubs turnea .Cube eighth triumph over the
back the St. Louis Cardinals 7- Cardinals in as many
5; the Pittsburgh Pirates
swept a double-header from
said Reds manager Sparky the Montreal Expos 3-1 and 4-3
Anderson after Richard and the New York Mets
hurled a four-hitter against triiiirried the Philadelphia
the Reds to give the Astros inn* first game of
1 victory . Tuesday night, a double-header before losing
"Nobody has a chance in the the nightcap 3-2.
world against that guy when Padres 7, Giants 5
be'S hot." Son Diego's Dave Winfield
cracked a first-inning grand
slam homer and. Erie
• "". Rasmussen and • -John
'After allowing three hits in D'Acquisto protected the lead
the first, Richard, 7-9, retired 'to give the Padres their vie-
I4 consecutive batters bet- :fory over slumping San
ween a walk by Junior Ken- Francisco.
nedy in the seeond and a The triumph was the.foiuttj
leadoff. single by JohanY- in a row and 12th in the last 15
Bench In the seventh. - tames for. the Padres, who
His nine strikeouts against went above the .500 mark at
the Reds pushed his season- 41-40. The National League
total to 145, best in. the West Division-leading Giants
National League. lost ',their third game in a row
"The All-Star testrn couldn't and eighth in the last 11.
have beaten him tonight," Dodgers 4, Braves 1
Anderson said. ."When he's
right he's unbeatable and
tonight beavas unbeatable."
Said Richard 'simply. "I
wanted the game bad enough
so I went out and got the win."
The victory was Richard's
first complete game since
June 4 when he beat the St.
Louis Cardinals.
"I ,hed to pitch tough to
- Don Sutton and Bob Welsh
combined on a five-hitter and
Dusty Baker led the Los
Angeles attack *, with two
doubles and a single as the
Dodgers beat Atlanta., The
victory was the fifth straight
for the surging. Sutton .and
anpkoved his record to 9-6.
The Dodgers got all the" runs
they needed-5a- scoring three
meetings this season.
Murcer's homer, his fourth
of the year, offset a four-run
St.Louis rally an inning
earlier and keyed a I2-hit
Chicago attack that featured
two doubles and a single by
Larry Biittner.
Pirates 3-4, Expos 1-3 •
Pitcher Bert Blyleven
rapped a three-run double-and
scattered five littaoaer eight
innings to -leg Pittaburgh's
firstgaine • victoery Over
Montreal.
Home runs by Willie
Stargell, Omar Moreno and
Bill Robinson highlighted the
Pittsburgh offense in the
second game. -
Mets 4-2, Pit9Ilese-3
Pat Zachry tossed a two-
hitter and Lee Mazzilli blasted
a grand-slam homer in the
eighth inning to pace New
York over Philadelphia in the
first game of their double- •
header. Zachry had a no-hitter
-going until Gary ,Maddox
singled with two out in the
seventh inning. -
Jose Cardenal's
two-rim homer with two out in
the ninth inning gave the
Phillies"a victory lathe second
game.
MOBILE HOME PARTS STORE
.1 iJifi.i HH- i Specializing in ileating-adifeentral Air installation
The Arran most coinjilr.i MI.i.-----at u o• TO( ,k....
titer Heat/gat
and


















located on Hwy. 641 North of Benton, Ky.
-- Phone 527-3108 or 362-8659
happy to hook on wilt
'Oakland's Charlie Finley
when most players are glad to
get away from the un-
predictable owner of the
amazing A's.
Since the A's acquired him
from the Chicago Cubs last
month, Wallis has rapped out
18 hits in 49 at-bats for a .367
average - ineluding six
doubles and four homers -
and driven in 12 runs in 14
games.
The 26-year-old outfielder
cracked a pair of two-run
homers And Tony Ariaas hit
one to lead the Ay-s--to ̀a 9-4
victory -over -the Seattle
Mariners Tuaiiiiy night and
into second place in the
American League West. -
The A's vaulted pact_lhe
TeXas Raugers, who 'oat to the
Chicago White Sox 24,and-are
only one-half game behind the
COlifetnia Angels, who bowed
td the Kansas City Royals 4-3,
after trailing by.. five games
just one week ago. California,
.Oakland, Texas and Kansas
City are separated by only 1e2
games in the nip-and-tuck
West while the White Sox are
4"-i* games out .and the Min-
nesota Twins trail by six after
triniming the Milwaukee
Brewers 7-2.
The Brewers dropped into a
second-place tie with New
York in the AL East. The
Jones Captures
Sun Girls'
Starr Jones of Murray
•
defeated Cheri Simmons of
Paducah, 4-6, 6-0, 6-3 for the
girls' 16 singles cham-
pionship in the Paducah
Sun . Juniors Tennis
- Tournament Monday.
Wallis Helps A's Vault into Second In West
By HERSCHEL NLSSENSON. Yankees were rained out in
. AP Sports Wtiter Boston while the Baltimore
Joe "Taman!' Wallis being Orioles downed the Cleveland
flakes, it figures that Blue Jays trounced the Detroit
Tigers 9-2.
Royals 4, Angels:3
George Brett doubled in the
bottom of the ninth inning and
Clint Hurdle singled him home
with the winning run as a-foot,
7 rookie pitcher Rich Gale
upped his record to 8-3 with a
fivehater. Joe Rudi and Den
Baylor homered 'for the
Angels while Pete LaCbck
connected for Kansas City.
Ron Schueler and Mike
Proly combined to pitch a
four-hitter and Eric
Soderhohn smacked his ninth
home run of the season, a solo
shot off Ferguson Jenkin,s that
snapped a 1-1 tie in the seventh
inning. Schueler walked six
but limited the Bangers to two
las- in five innings before
leaving with a finger injury.
Twins 7, Brewers 2
, • Gary ,Serum fired a fiv ,
• n Ford had three
hits, scored two runs and
knocked in two. The Twins
staked Serum to a-2-0 lead in
„the second:- inning on
consecutive singles by Lana,
Wolfe, Roy Smalley, Butch
Wynegar and Bombo Rivera.
Orioles 6, Indians 4
Lee May, Doug DeCinces
and Pat Kelly delivered RBI
singles to highlight a five-run
sixth inning that helped
Baltimore overcome home
runs by Cleveland's Johnny
The Orioles combined five
consecutive singles with two
errors to erase a 3-1 deficit.
Blue .Jays, Tigers 2
John Mayberry rapped out
four singles and Luis Gomez
and Roy Howell drove in tSo
rues -each as Toronto biasOd
lout Detroit. pitchers for /147'
hits.




(AP) -.About 10 am. each
morning, a block-long black
Rolls-Royce limousine pulls
up to the Ire' ot entrance of
London's fashionable
Gloueester Hotel,. and_as_
uniformed chauffeur leaps out
to open the door. -
In steps Vitas Gerulaitis,
cradling a half-dozen tennis
racquets instead of portfolios
- a man on his way  to work.
His hours: .go-o.-his earn-
ings: ;500,000 a year. His life:
madly exciting.
Vitas is a tall, handsome
bachelor of 23 who 'travels the
world largely at someone
else's expense and who travels
with a harem.
His immediate -task:
playing an. old buddy, Jimmy
Connors, Thursday in the
semifinals of the prestigious -
Wimbledon tennis cham:
pioeships and with it a shot at
the sport's most coveted *
crown.
Millions of kids everywhere 
mustbe looking at this-glam-
orous scene and drooling with
envy. .....
"Mom," they say
pleadingly, "why can't I be
like Vitas Gerulaitis?"
"Shut your mouth, boy, and
go study your lessons," might
be the admonishing reply of
the doting mother. "If you
want to pattern yourself _after-
a tennis player, make it Stan
Smith."
For years, Smith, a former
champion and a Davis Cup
star, has been the epitome of
the clean-cut, -welMtetiaved
All American boy, never
sassing an - empire, never
throwing_a racquet, always
deeply involved in church and
social mirk.
Vitas is one of the biggest
swingers on the sports scene
- a court version of football's
Joe Nemeth and Kenny
Stabler or golf's now graying
Doug Sanders.
"I love the ladies," Vitas
has confessed to more than
one probing journalist. "I like
a lot of variety. I don't want to
be tied down "
. When he hits a new town, the
first question he asks is,
"Where's the dearest disco?'
In New York, his favorite
after-hours hangout is Studio
54, where he boogied Mong
such celebrities as John Tray-
olta, Margaret Trudeau, Mick
...and Bianca Jagger.
"I meet a lot of models, ac-
tresses and artists in clubs,"
he says; - "I_ like beautiful
ladies but sometimes the plain
dolls are more fun."
• REG.-249.00
It, plays records, tiritiol-in FM/AM/FM stereo radio _
broadcastS and has pliVer/recorder for 8-track
tapes. "Thasters" speakers. One year parts and
labor warra it y
STEREO__I.99 RO€G0. 
229.00
Compact 224' stereo features
walnut cabinet, 87tracle-lape
Weyer, AM/FM radio, _turn-
table and "Duocone" speak-
er systern.•Multicolor
del ic lights' flash an ever-
dhaaging -play of pattern and
color to:the beat of the mu-




Band TWO-Affitsy, Radio with
digital 8mail:EU.Channel reanout




Limit lights Reserved 7514al7
ays*ores of Aye Park*
on the verge of greatness.
Meanwhile, he goes his own
loose, free-wheeling way. He
owns a 2250,000 house in
King's POTtit-, -N.Y., with
private court and swimming
sports. pool. An auto freak, he owns
He showed immediate two Rolls, a Mercedes and a
-talent He came under abe-Poracir-
He has confided to frititids
that when he was younger v he
got involved in the "iiathing
highs" - but not seriously -
'and he doesn't recommend it
for athletes. He neither drinks
nor smokes.
A mod dresser, the Lithua-
nian Lion strikes an im-







Vitas, son of a Lithuanian
immigrant, was born and
raised in New York, where hia
father encouraged him to play
tennis rather than baseball
and • other neighborhood
wing of Harry Hopman, the
old Aitstralian Davis Cup
captain, and joined the tour-in
1973. He and Connors became
fast friends.
"Jimmy and I went to one
London disco last week,"
Vitas said. "We stayed only
until around 11 and checked
mit. I can go to a disco any
time. I get a chance to win
Wimbledon only once a year."
Winner of the Italian Open
last year and the World Cham-
pionship Tennis final this year






AM/FM radio, .stereo multi-
plex radio, 8-traCk cartridge
player. Separate volume, bal-
ance, -hiss and treble con-
trols, automatic ltghted chan-
nel selection, lighted slide
rule tuning diaf, headphone
lack.
Wake Up to Music on FM or
AM to start the day right
uo Wake-to-Music • Big, esay-to-read
Clock face • Slide-rut, mho deal.
with FM/AM band indicates' • Built-In
AFC on FM reduces drift • 4" dy-
namic speaker • Automatic Volume
Control • Cabinet with fully molded
back • Walnut grain finish on poly-
styrene
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Twelve Deaths Recorded On Kentucky Highways During Weekend
II) The Asietiated Press
There were 12 traffic deaths
on Kentucky roads over the
long Independence Day
weekend, but the total was six
feiwer than during the same
driving period in 1977. The
fatalities boosted the yearly
toll to 375, compared with 441
through July 4 last.year.
State 'police saui the 'iast
::I'VE PLAIE:` A6AIN5T
tRi?&N BOOBIE BEFJIZE.
AN EVER, ENCE :
fatality reported for the
holiday weekend was one-
year-old Salina Prater of
Matewan, W. Va.; who died
early Tuesday from injuries
she received in an - accident
Monday. Off icers said tie
vehicle in which the child was
riding left Kentucky-319 at the
Hardy community in Pike
County.
Stephanie Cook, 13" of
Morrisville, Pa., was killed
Monday in a tuck-tractor
accident on U.S.: 62 about four
miles west, ef Calvert City in
MarshaU.County. The girl was
4 pasSenger in a truck that
was struck by the tractor and
then overturned. The victiin
was thrown frozfl.the truck,
police said.
JUST DON'T LET F.IER GET
TO 40U-JUST LET IT
ALL 60 iN ONE EAR
AND OUT THE (7THER,
 t iw
State Police said Edward.
Ivan Adams, 32. of Crab
Orchard, was struck early
Monday on Kentucky 39 about •
eight miles south of his
hometown-.
Jeffrey Azbiil, 17, of near
Adairville, was killed Sunday
night in a Logan County ac-
cgdent on Kentucky 103. Police
said Azbi1l stopped about 21,2
, a
517E FAR t
7 .• • 9
WE- ALOAYS SERVE 411114
ME SUN IN OUR EYES-1!
—, ... ..
• *.• • $ I . I 'I' II%
- -ABOUT EVERITHIN6 !
,mair•
. . ' ." '4 ;1' LL5
FEEL XV! : CANTPLAi
ON A SLOW COURT! THESE
BPALL5 ARE= LIVELY! I
111tNK TI4E NET ISM° LOW !
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SEE OUR COMPLETE LINE OF UNIROYAL TIRES. A
4 SUMMER TRIPS AHEAD BUY NOW AND SAVE.




_STEIL CAASS UM • 78 SV•-,
,DESIGO9 • 901.YEVER CORD 91,Ei




,07A 4  61 93 
4. 6395 
"979 4  0,93 
7,9 78 i3, 04 9 3 
4P7013, 659$
MORE MONEY .SAVING PRICES ON FAMOUS UNIROYALS
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COI& 94.14 • • 78 St MT OISION
stsFlotinfll
o• on en
4-Plf F'D - • /8 SERFES
Otc1G• • , ACKWAll
\ UNIROYAL TIGER PAIIIW
ALLEY CAT
nzju 25.97 209 
i74-i4 29.97 2 16 
F78 14 31.97 2.47 
078-16 32.97  .2J1
078 IS 33.97 265 
H7S 3 14.91 248 
AO prices plus F.E.T. end fo• 'Of est
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1 Part of body
2 Bother
3 Drunkard
miles south of Auburn to wort
on his canted-it ivaa Snick by
another -vehicle. • The youth'
wag pinned beneath the car.
Richard Norman Owen, 10,
of Glendale, was killed Sunday
when he' fell out of a moving
pickup truck after the
vehicle's loads shifted while
traveling on Kentucky 1136. -„
Arnold •Rogerin-34, of Crab
Orchard, was killed Sunday
when his car. went Out of
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API .-
State Commerce Com-
nussiorier - Terry McBrayer
has asked; the Interstate
Commerce Commission to
take immediate action against
the LouisvilleSi Nasbyille
Railroad to correct a shortage
of ,coal cars In eastern- Ken-
tucky. •
In a letter to ICC Chairman
control and left Kentucky 39
about six miles north of the
victim.s.tometown in Lincoln
County.
. Danny A. Smiley, 37, of
Indianapolis, was killed
Sunday • when_ his car hit a
fixed object on Jackstown
Road about four miles east of
Paris.
Rueben Stahl, 60, of
kotiville, died Saturday
when his auto struck an object
proceedings in order to
tOrreet the unreasonably Poor
transportation setVice being
furniihed Kentucky coal
producers by • the IAN
Railroad," McBrayer wrote
O'Neal.




_ and released Tuesday,
7 Mellrayer Was highly critical
- of LAN's efforts in shipping
cars to the eastern Kentucky
coalfields. He made an official
request that the federal
regulatory' a'gency speed up its




request from the Com-
monwealth of Kentucky that
- -your _office -expeditiously
complete its saturation in-
vestigation and initiate at-
-tendant enforcement
Crossword Puzzl. ,




officials have been meeting
with representatives of the
coal operators and the
railroad over the past severaj
months in efforts 11/4o.reduce the
shortage The ICC also has-
opened' an investigation into
the problem.
However, McBrayer told
O'Neal.that the history of
problems with the 1k uch
have existed for re than a
decade, m entucky coal
5 South Mn- Monday's Puzzle Solved
can serpent
6 Behold' TEASES ADOP
7 High,
in music •
deity. Et Actual IJ 
••13 Tree trunk - 9 Abode of the- • 
1-113erdie Deity'
-7570getatite7 10 Paeiic . ERA 
t7 Symbot• for _ 11 Hind part
tantalum 16•Pendent or-
19-fitari'S name nament
19 Aftived • 20 4pmS •
.21 Prying de- 22 Printer s
vifie - measure -
•21)14;treeabie / 23 Matar woe
27 Pronoun 1 • 24. Pgrioct of
• fasting
25 Printer's_ . oraduaIlx
measure, 40-Atury out:
26 Goff mound burst •
30, Desire with 'al Spanish
eagerness (abbr.)
--ItPulrer slake 45 Symbol for
13 Want tellurium
,36 Things in .* 47 Ascends
law — 48 Colorless
37 Diminished. 4*Assistant
50 Kind of tab-
- nc
54 For shamel
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at an east end intersection in
Louisville, and Myrtle Wilson,
48, 01,40.1.isville, Ole struck
and killed by an auto. On the
city's Dixie Highway.
Robert Hayes, 61, of
Lexington, was killed
Saturday when his auto left
U.S. 127 about. three miles
from Owenton and struck a
tree.
A similar ' accident on
Saturday killed Dale Hill, 374
operators skeptical nbcft
more investigations and
promises by the railfOad.
McBrayer said that L•SiN
$ officiaLs wi‘ have attended
, the recent meetings have not
offered any real explanations
Or so utions. He particularly
qdesti&ied the LAN's con-
tention that-31,, does not ,have
the resources to,..a uatel
e
McBrayer noted
Seaboard Coast 7 
Industries the-
Jacksonville, I F'In2, holding,
• company which owns the
„railroad, repotted in its
annual shareholders' report
that it has about $175 million in
nonconsolidated investm
of Somerset, whose car left
Kentucky_ BO in Pulaski
County,
Also killed Saturday was a
27-year-old motorcyclist,
Richard Chalifauz of Win-
chester. Chalifaux was riding
with a motorcycle club when
he apparently lost control of,,
his cycle and was hit





. "It is difficult to understand
him the parent company can
have sufficient resources to
undertake such diversification
when the L&N does not have
sufficient resources to fill its
statutory duties," McBrayer
•
• McBrayer agreed that the
,pro6leht will not lie resolved
sickly or easily. "It is a
pareht, however, t • ,
mediate step k taken
-to give bo -term relief.




Su t C.ClYtoisib VA
s ShoeO_utte- SOUTHSIDE SHOPPING CENTER
ALL SALES FINAL - NO EXCHANGES - NO REFUNDS
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• 11 Large Firm Head '
;Lettuce
ik Thompson White Seedless
_t rapes
 W. Yellow Ripe
Bróccóli
W Frosty Acres Green
11., Peas
PI Frosty Acres
"Hushpuppies 1 lb. bag
K17.
FrOity Acres
Waffles 4 $1= •
Prices Good Thursday, July 8,.














































"If You Motc sur ua
Downtown Shopping Center
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LARGE CABBAGES—Tommy Todd of Spruce St., Murray is
pictured with some cabbages that measure 20 inches cir-
cumference. Todd says they're still growing.
'By TIM FOUGHT •
• Associated Press Wrier
-ELGIN, N.D. tAP) —
tornado tor. through 17
residential Meeks of this small
ranching cosiiilinnity, killing
four peratina and injuring
about 40 others. -
:The tornado tour
skipped through the orth
quarter- If- -town.," -said Ray
Staiger, _ North Dakota
Disaster Emergency Service
deputy director. "4 took some
houses. mobile homes and a
six-unit apartment."
Phil Miller of disaster
service said one of the victims
Was killed Tuesday in a senior
citizens housing unit, two
others in their vehicle and the
110ksmarck eatrnent."
fourthwtikr en- route to
e names of theefictinis
feeitattitield -Ptifiding
riotifi of reletkes.
. J. The night supervisor, at St.
Alexius Hospital at Bftlinarck,
'ilklen Fischer, said one victim
Washstei in critical condition-
4.aday and six ottiers
-Slaiietactory. Approximai.4y. against three more personaiu
35 tO 40 persorui suffered entoOr connection with a - 'drug-
-injuries aqd, were ireauld t-- smuggling crariEdbern at the
the Eulibailaital,
Thetments.viater and power
supphea wereknocked out. I'
,This is going- to be 'a real
serious thing for us," said
CiarenCe Werner, Elgin fire
thief. - Werner -said-the -city
hoped to hook up an
einergency generator to pump
water out of its well field and
into the city's water lines. •
An initial survey of the
damage showed three homes,
six trailers and 11 apartments
destroyed. Forty other homes
were damaged, Stinger said.
The administrator of the
community health care unit at
the Jacobson Memorial




Hanson, said • the tornado
narrowly missed the hospital,
touching down some 50 feet'
sant h of thefAcilify
Hanson's home was
destroyed by the twister and
ered a two-inch gash on
his hea struck by •
- a brick.
-All of a sadden the house
was gone," said ,Hanstrn, who
, was huddled with his wife and
.three sons • in the uthv.•est
cornet Of their home n the
tornado hit. .
Elgin, a community of
approximately 1,000 persons,
is located 75 mites/southwest.- 
of Bismarck strh sparely
populated part of the state.
In Drug Case'
At l'enitentialy
EDDYVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Charges ,haite been brought
Kenliirky State Penitentiary,
according to local officials.
The three were identified by
associate prison superin-
tendent ,Larry Brown as
Harold Birch,aerving a year
.---the—ptis*ein -Clay -
County, Teresa Saylor and 'a
15,-year-old girl, both.. of
Hamilton, Ohio, Thee three
were charged with 'promoting
contraband. --
Six people had been charged
earlier- with drug-smuggling
in which babies' bodies had
been used -to conceal
marijuana and narcotics
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP —
Old feuds are not forgotten in
the Kentucky- Democratic -
Party, and infighting over a
successor to State Commerce
Cofnmissioner Terry
McBrayer- serves as a prime
illustration.
McBrayer will. resign from
the 135,00041-year post in
about three weeks to devote
full time to his quest for the
governorship in 1979, and the
commerce post is an at-
tractive one because of its
'promotional and politcal
opportunities.
Among those keenly in-
terested is Ewart Johnson of
Winchester, a prosperous
businessman in the coffee
vending industry and 'state
_parks commissioner juider
Wendell Ford, the Democratic
governor prior to Julian
.Carroll. -
And there's the rub. Some
Carroll people who found
themselves out in the cold
during Ford's administration
are objecting, strongly to
selecting th'e- personable
Johnion.':
— Carroll wants him and so
does -McBrayer, -who would
. run as the state ad-.
ministration candidate.
ut, according to reliable
421rces, former Gov. Bert
Combs and State Democratic
Chairman Howard "Sonny"
• Hunt have declared Joh,,son
completely unacceptable.
Ford, a former aide to _
Combs, defeated Combs in the
1971. Democratic guber._
.rtatorial primary after a bitter
-personal split.
The Ford and thi CombS-
- Carr011 " factions have been-
cOol to each other, 'although
they gloss over At in public
, appearances.
•The irony for Johnson is that
he has been almost non-
communicative with his old
bo -Ford,- because Johnson
believed . he had a firm com-






came out in favor of state Sen.
William Sullivan of Hen-
derson. Thelma Stovall won
the crowded race and now is
. lieutenant governor, unat-
tached to either Ford or
Carroll.
Meantime, Ilie---JOhnson
matter has, been held in
abeyance while the governor's
inner circle decices how to_
alt. - •
Combs, the mentor of
Carroll and one of-tds informal
advisers, apparently doesn't,
always win the arguments.
For example, Combs is said
_ to have made strenuous ob-
jections when Carroll planned
to appoint former Gov. A. B.
"HapPY" Chandler to the
University of Kentucky Board
of Trustees, but Carroll went
ahead with the move.
The Combs-Chandler feud
dates badk-decades. Chandler
defeated Combs in 1955 in a
Democratic gubernatorial
primary .and Combs heat
Chandler's candidate four
years later.
The two have chatted with
each other at public.
gatherings and joked about
Upe other to news rePOrters,
but apparently the animosity
lingers, at least for Combs in
the latest instance.
Another unpublicized in-
ternal struggle that seems to
have been lost by Carroll is the
proposed hiring by . the
governor of William S.
Wester, a close adviser to
Ford over the- years and now




Carroll and Wester were
personally distant during the
years when -Ford was
governor anil Carroll
-lieutenant governor.
But in a generous-lesture,
Carroll recently offered





-about the other confidential
bickering within • the ad-
ministration circle, said the
'Wester arrangeneatimul been
-called Off.
However, it was not "known
Who objected to Wester. "Just











You reed in Outdoor
Life what they will
. catch, now try them yourself.
Bog of 2$
SW BIRO ell Newer Carepowtii BOW
Defile tapered fikerwel bonded epoxy-resift
Andos, power levered ler smoWlesees wed
effklessey. A 2-wfwel design, folkery weed.
Provides sunkient table clioweete. Peek
weight if 50 lbs role




Dollars worth of free ,
-prizes will be give,"
away Saturday, July
8th. Come in and
register now. You, do



















West Kentucky's newest and one of the




Sale Prices • Effect Until Sunday, July 9th and is Subject to Stock on Hand
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Deaths and Funerals Rate Of Food Price Incrse Declines
Nathan Pittman Is Denver Pauley Dies
Dead At Age Of 75-, Monday; Resident
Funeral Is Friday Hardin Route One
Nathan Pittman of 806 Denver pauley of Hardin
Broad Street. Murray, died Route One died Monday at
Tuesday at 1:25 p.m: at the 4:45 p.m.. at Veterans
Murray-Calloway County Hospital, Naskivilk, Tenn. He
Hospairk. He was 75 years of was 57, years ofeag .
age. , . The deceased was retired
Mr. Pittman retire& 'Eton. from the Unitgril States Army
the Chrysler CorporatiOn, and as a veteran of World
Detroit, Mich., after .28 years War
of service. He returned to Fie is survived by his wife.
Calloway County and operated Mrs. Geraldine Gerry)
a grocery store at Pottertown Pauley; two daughters, Mrs.
,tor ten years beE9re retiring a Jackie-, Tynis and -Mrs.
few year ago. • . -4amtny Myers, Benton; four
•- Born Nov. 4, 1902, near grandchildren.
Brandon's Mill in Calloway Also. ,sury4ving are fopr
County,he was the son -Of the sister. Mrs. Anna Stanley.'
late James Nathaniel 4Jirna Aurora, Mrs. Beaulah Dur-
Pittman and Sally Brandon nell, Los Angeles, Calif., Mrs.
Pittman. - • Dresel Bratcher and Mrs.
Mr, Pittman is cueoived by __Christine Turley. _Detroit._
his wife, Mrs. Salorte-Grogan Mich.; • six brothers, George,. Mayfield. Route -




- , list of 15 commonly purchased
food and non-food items,
Superrmrket prices con- checked the price at one
tinued their steady climb in supermarket in , each of 13
Julie, although an Associated cities on March 1, 1973 and has
Press rnarketbasket stuvey , rechecked on or about the
- shoves the rate of increase start of each succeeding
declined- slightly: Grocery month. One item, chocolat
bills at the beginning of July * chip cookies,- was, drop
were almost 6 percent-higher from the list at-The
than they were at the start9f November 1977 bee
the year. -






daughter, Mrs. Mervin (Nell) Calif., Calvin, Oxnard, Calif., isjsorvived by her bus' nd:
Williams, Troy, Mich.; one and Clay, San Joae,
survey.
The'St survey showed
arketbasket - bill in-
serf at the checklist store





rising an avera 1.6 percent.
The bill de, ased at the
checklist ire in five cities,
down a average of 1.8 per-
cent. an overall basis, the
to at the checklist stores
t_up about a third of a
percent during June. That
compared with an increase of
half a percent in each of the
two preeeeding months.
Meats once again led the list
of items going up in 'price. The
cost of a pound of chopped
chuck, for example, increased
at the checklist store in eight
cities last month. At the start
'of July, the average price of a.
patina of chopped chuck at the
stores surveyed by the AP was
$1.39, compared to $1.03 at the
beginning of January.
Eggs, in contrast, went
down again. The price of a
dozen medium, Grade-A eggs
deo/ined at theshecklist store
in eight cities. The average
price of a dozen eggs has
-dropped from 76 to 62 cents in
the first six months' of the
year.
Comparing prices today
with those at the start of 7978,
the AP found that the
marketbasket bill was up at
the checklist store in every
city, rising an average if 5.7
percent. •-
The government has
predicted that food costs alone
will increase 8 to 10 percept
this year and the Agriculture
Department says most of the
increase already has oc-
curred. Prices paid to farmers
. have been rising sharply and
siegti up at an annual rate of
almost 20 percent in the one-
month period' from , mid-May
to mid-June. The increases-for
such key Items as livestock
and grains: have eased,
however, and the USDA says
farm amps are expected to
decline later this year.
Monday; Funeral ztso daughters, Mrs. Ellen
Tiison. James .)mas Pi n The 'funeral is being held Hawkins. Mayfield, and Mrs. - --
Linia, ' Ohio; ' seven grhad- today at two p.m. at the chapel- • Being Held To ' da 
Linda Faulkner, Pryorsburg;
chili; three great •gran- of „ the Filbeck and Cann - four sons, Clyde E. Fox and
dchild . . Funeral Home i Benton, with Robert- Leon Hugiis died Charles W. Fox, Dover, Tenn.,
•i-,-• The -a-he- held- the Rev. Roy Gibson and the Monday at Centr a, Ill. He James L. Fox, Dexter, and
Friday at o m. at the Rev. Sammy Fisk officiating. was 63 years Bobby J. Fox, Mayfield.age and a .,
'chapel of the Malec leman Burial will follow in the retired rpenter 'at Mrs. Fox is also survived by
- follow in the Barnett
Funeral-Home with buriiif-to, Benton Cenietery:' , SeLingvill ,tenn. ,.'..- four sisters, Mrs. Ray ,
velyn Barrow Hughes; ---,Wrens, ,and Mrs. Nannie
. o daughter; Mrs. Barbara Newberry, DoVer, Tenn.. and
Tait, Centralia, Ill.; one son, Mrs. Willa Grifffh, Akron,
Reginald Hughes, :Old Ohio; three brothers, James .-
___ Hickory, Tenn.; two sis ' s, Knight, Rumpus Mills, Tenn.,
Mrs. Cora Killebrew, ara. Barney Knight, Big Sandy, '.
, Mike) ' Washam of ton sville, Ala., and Mrs. ell Tenn., and Elsie -"Knight,
Route Two was h Monday-7, ...--,__- Rogers, Humboldt, Tenn.; twii. Dover, . Tenn.; 'sixteen
at One p.m. at
Linn -Funeral ome,PeErnentit7n, 
brothers, 011ie.Hughes, Ha2tei, - -grandchildren ; nine great:
and Clayton Hughes, grandchildren. - -
with the . Rodney Travis - Ttig funeral was held'Springville,Tenn. '
and the .,C. C. Brasher Tuesday at two p.m.. at the ....The funeral is being held
offic ng. Burial vras- in the today at two p-.. m. at the • Memorial Chapel of AngliC
Be n Cemetery. chapel of the McEvoy Funeral Funeral Home, Doy,er, TER91.,,: r
r. Washam, age 70, died„ Home, Paris, - Tenn., With with the Rev. William Pyle
--Saturda-Y- -4 the Marsh" -burial-to folloarin the•Poplaa--- officiating. Buried- was-4j the
Hospital, Benton. He Grove Cemetery near Paris, Hicks Denietery in Stewart
was a member of the First Tenn. . - County, Tend. - -
uf Baptist Church,Renton. .
Cemetery.. -
- Friends may call at the





Mrs, Curtis (Martha) Davis
of Benton Route One
_Monday at 5:45 p.m. at the
r  C t_ H 














Mrs. John (Louise) Firma
died Monday At 3:30 a.'m. at
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
She was 52 years of age and a
resident of West Paducah
Route One.
The Paducah woman was a
member of the Calvary
Baptist Church, Paducah, and
is survived by her husband,
John Finnell, one son, Robert  
Lewis Finnell, and three
grandchildren, Paducah.
The funeral is being held
today at one p.m. at the chapel
of thirandsey Funeral Home,
Padicah: with the Rev. Billy
Turner, the Rev. Walter Peck,
and the Rev. Wayne Carter
officiating.
Nenhesis. ,are serving -
pallbearers and burial will
follow in the Elm Grove
Cemetery.
.? e is urvived by his' wife, Jackson, Mrs. Lerlene
riand,----- Survivars include his wife, 
, •„, • - .
Mr. Carroll DielAtfaris Hospital ..,-
urch, is _ __Mrs. Louise Washam, Benton , .
- /er husband, Route Two; one daughter, ." Frank Watkins Carroll, Carroll.
one son, Roger , Mrs. Wanda._ Sue Jones- retired meat , cutter for _ He is surfi-ved by his Wife. -
Benton Route Paducah Route Two; three Murray State University, died Mrs. Nina Eldridge Carr011. to
d one brother, Joe . step • sons, . John Burkeen, at the Henry CountYG-enerai whom he was married on July
ith, Murray, ., • . 'Odon, Ind., Ronald Burkeen • Hospital, Paris, 'Tenn., on 31, 1937; one -daughter, Mrs. '
uneral . services will be - and -David Burkeen, Almo; Friday. He was 65 years of Jane Evans, Route . Two,
ki Thursday at one p.m. at four sisiters, .Mrs...Eddie, . age. Buchanan, Tenn.; . bite
the chapel of the Collier Walston, Mrs. Guy Mathis,' Mr. Carroll was a member brother, Blake Wyrtier
Funeral Home, Benton-, with ' and Mrs. Ella Jones, Benton. . of the New Liberty Church of Carroll, Garden- Prairie. III
the Rev,. A. G. Terry .andjhe and Mrs. Ruby Crockett,- .Christ and of Buchanan Lodge . The -funeral was held
Rev, - Charles Westfall of Mayfield; one brother, Orville No /21 Free ant Accented 'Sunday at two p.M. at LeDon
ficiating. Burial will follow in . (Ras i ., Washam, Paducah: MaiOns. -Born Dec. 22, 1912. in Chapel, Ridgeway Morticians,
.theB ‘evieni cem 6. ete . ' • _ seven grandchildren: three Henry CountY, Term he was Paris; Tenn., with Bro. Ben '
Friends may call at •ahe step grandchildren; one great the son , of the late Elwood S t o.c k a rd of f ici a tin g.
funeral home. r'-''"•• grandchild. . Carroll and Stella Watkins Pallbearers were Cedris ,_
Mrs.Clyde M. Fox
Dies At Home With cthe
Rites On Tuesday
Mrs. Clyelc M. (flu
Lorene) Fox, mother of J es
L. Fox of Dexter died unday
at the Maplewo Farms
Nursing Home, yfield. She



























Over 2000 Samples To Choose From
Chandler, David Hugh
Jackson, and Joe, Alton, -
Bobby, and Tomnr, Scar-
borough. was in New
Liberty Cemetery.
.. Industrial A veraite , 4.011
Air Products
American Motors 





General Cara 111% bad. 17 asked



















THURSDAY, FRIDAY & SATURDAY
JULY FABRIC
AM.
No Exceptions, Our Entire Stock
of Sprirm-&Summer Fashion Fabrics
.now at 1-2 Price, Printed & Solid
vasmon Knits, Challis, Orions.
Polyester Pongees, Voiles. S.urnmer-
. Cottons ano many, many others all now
at 12.off regular price -Selections on




so trteptoons cup Wag 1100 at
$000ficd,0 McCall tkotericli soar'.
&ads Parlarms nor hail pr,ci
Trua one good way UN Patterns
'Or in st.?,.
Awl 2 Priori to Customer
Dr* 9000 %leg Saturday
.k.dy












as 204 W. Washington, PARIS 4-4
9:00 A.M. to 5:00 PAC Daily
Women—often the active shoppers- in the family—find







Saves most shoboing time



















































The Workipg Women, NAB (April, (9721. •













































































ACROSS , '- 2 Dress. bor- •
1 The'unal • der- 4 .
4 Fu41, .1 Puts on "
9 Crafty • - one's guard
13. Worship 5 Clever
14 Stalemate . 6-Preposition
15 Come into 7 Bitter vetch
- view_ • 8 Lairs-
17 Traps 9 Layer -•
19 Harvests 10 Falsehood
21 Ocean 11 Affirmative
22 Collections 16 Remains at
of things . ease
Sailor RQrilan. 7
4004.44711,1-   -tilfeRee-
36 Pierce 20 Sodium
Birds chloride
31 Fall behind 22 Cuts •••••••-
• 33 Man:. nick= 23 Weird .
..-' name 25 Ethiopian
• 34 Negative title ...
. prefix 27 More corn-
-36-Offspring• piMerit.
17:Man's nick- 28 Animal
name ' 30 Seed



























(Story On Page 1-A) --.-
United. Feature Syndicate
TuesdpY's Puzzle Solved
36 Recent 54 Small chil-
38 Choral corn- dren
position • 55 Weaken
• 41 Begs 50 Hasten
43 Number 57 Rier in
45-Title of 're Scotland-
. .__spect 59 Decay--
47 Young boy 60 Truly
- 19 Giver_of gift 63 Parent
Cprnmunists.- - 4Co4loq.-t
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HYDEN, Ky. (AP) ---• The
$2.2 million recreatiif
complex dedicated to Richard
M. Nixon Sunday almost
became the Gerald R. Ford
Recreation Complex, ac-
cording to a member of the
Leslie County Centennial
Cnmrniestinp 
John Sholly, .a preacher of
the Grace Brethren Chapel at
Hell For Certain Creek, said
that castings had already been-
made naming the center for
Nixon's "succetssor. --But, he 
said, Ford Send word that he
couldn't be hi Hyden for the
dedication. - -.-
It was then, just about one
month ago, that County Judge-
Executive C. Allen Muncy got
in touch with Nixon aide Jack
Brennan and was told the
former president would come. -
-Shay is ,a member of the
commission which is
dedicating the center as part
of its celebration.
143 1547
Sandy Hiitspn _ Lisa Wallin
Section B Page One Wednesday, July 5, 1978
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ER
ADVERTISED ITEM POUCY
Each of these advertised items is required to be reodify
available for vile in each Kroger store, except as
specifically noted in this ad. If we do run out of an
advertised item, we will offer you your choice of o
comparable item, when available, reflecting the some
savings or a roincheck which will *Mitt* you tg purchase the
44s* advertised item at the advertised 
price within 30 diro.
0
•ts d.S. Govt. Graded Choice Beef 
OPEN 24 HOURS
EXCEPT FROM MIDNIGHT SATURDAY
Ili 8 AM. SUNDAY
BONUS BUNDLE
$ WS. OKNaltOUND STEAKS
S LIS. LEAN PORK STEAKS
S LBS. FRESH GROUND REEL: $
S tBS.TRYER QUARTERS__
S LBS. KROGER WIENERS









































Smoked Picnics  u 894
Laos Boneless
Died Stew _ 
SWIFT









ENWESSEE PRIDE = =

















BROM SALAMI, OW UNION LOA', OR
Spiced Luncheon  O
r ASSORTED STYLES Of 
110I. 0 MK$169 PIL 0
lb. • Fox Deluxe Pizza 14 :: 794
SE°11 "me ("Pcm311111111111
. Homo te • goodnost
COST-CUTTER COUPON Iig







111111with this coupon and '10.00 purchase excluding items •
prohibited-by law and in addition to the cost of coupon
merchandise. Subject to applicable taxes. Limit one. - -MN







ICE IN SEALED CONTAINERS
- PUSHED DIRECTLY TO KROGER FROM
RELIABLE EAST COAST EISA-RIES
• ACCURATELY LABELLED SPECIES
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with this couponw 
and 
nd510.00i purchase excluding itemsla
um prohibited by 
add 
tion to the cost of coupon
mom merchandise. Subject to 
 
applicable taxes. Limit one.














Purina DO Chow sza s so








Sandwich Buns 2 la
KROGER
Not Dog Buns 2 AZ:
maw 11 SERVS





KROGER NA MEAL FLA VOA
E42.$ 1 69Ice Cream CM
MEIER PlITIER






am with this coupon and $10.00 purchase excluding items 61111.1
mil prohibited by law and in addition to the cost of coupon MN









































anti DAM 1 NARIltAt .
Lemonade • cni 5941/2 OAT
MOGEN
Cottage Cheese 244.99 1
ASSORTED FLAMM
Yubilogurt 2 Tit 99
















Everything you buy at KriDger is guaranteed for[
your total satisfaction regardless of
manufacturer. If you are not satisfied, Kroger -.
will replace your item with the same brand or a
comparable brand or refund your purchase price.
KROGER COST-CUTTERS TRIM
YOUR FOOD BUDGET.
You'll find the cost-catter symbols on hundreds of year favorite items
througbeat oar store. Plus mock week you'll find cost-cutter weekly od specials
for extra savinp on grocery Items, dairy, frozen foods, health &beauty aids,
meats and produce.
411041. CAESAR WA OR




en's Realem'on "X 95 4
AVONDALE FROM
French Fries 2 2PitGS 89


























If...EIST CUTTER cOUPO 
a -1° WORN 1,5` OFF 
▪ •
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potter
' 1 _ 
gasohol-a militur0 of 90 percent gasoline and '10 percenealcsalm - in their automobiles to prove that it does
work. Sen. Wendell Ford, long a proponent of increasing the use of gasohol as a means of extending current
gasoline supplies, was among the first in line to fill up his car. "Gasohol can have a great influence on our
agricultural community as well as helping our energy situation,'.% Ford said. As for his car, 'it'-arunning as well
as ever. You'd never know I had anything besides gasoline init..- _
. The monarch, -sometimes
called the milkweed butter-
fly, -is_ probably the most -
-Curious of, all the North
American species. A.native of
the tropics, it migrates north-
ward each year, following the
succession of -plant growth in
the orderly procession of
spring:Drifting, wavenng and
-slowly r P ti ;kg -„frual_ _
flower to:flower, it continues
joiteney until it flutters
.,,onikte -rim of the arctic circle.
Then, when cold‘ weather
::approaches,. this butterfly,
along with great flocks of
ot hen-- or- The same kind,




even in the presence of insect-
eating tio#ds-.
In the springtime when
monarchs start their north.
ward journey from Florida
and the Gulf of Mexico, the
numbers run largely to
females. In autumn the return
group is about half male and
half female and .on  their
uthwarsUlighi, the shaving-
_
brush flowers of the thistle
provides their food. Some-
times as many as two dozen
..mayt be seen .clustered on
these blue flowers feeding.
Students of creatures of: mountains, traverse wide'
migration have never quite
figured out how these buttei- -
flies find their way home
again, but theydo -and once
,Again..add to the strange ways-.
of nature. Though seemingly
frail, they surmount high
John C. Quenennous, 11.1).
announces the association of
Russell E. Ifowara,M.D.









plains and tickle vast expan-
ses of open water in then
migratory flights: They have..
been found- some dead of
--eau/se-as far as 500 miles
out to sea battling the air
Two Full Length Operetta Performances
Are Set On WKMS-FM; Short Excerpts Due
WKMS-FM at Murcipi State
University will broadtast two
full-length operetta per-
formances as a special tribute
to composers Gilbert and
Sullivan at noon on Saturday,
July 1.
In addition to complete
performances of ''H.M.S.
Pinafore" and "The Mikado,"
short excerpts frbm a variety
of other Gilbert and Sullivan
productions will be presented
during the program at 91.3 on
the FM dial.
Both operettas- will
performed by members of the
D'Oyly Opera Company,' with
chorus and orchestra con-




education teachers from five
states enrolled in a National
association of Distributive
Education Teachers










The emphasis was on
competency based
distributive education, with
several other related areas
considered in short sessions.
Participants included'
Kentucky—Nancy Bolton,
Reidiand High Sctiool: Ford
Branch, Caldwell County High
School; Dan Darden and
Nancy Dill, Murray Area
Vocational School; Sandra
Grayson; South Hopkins. High
School; Mike Hamilton, Union
•
County High School; Beverly
Nance, Marshall County Area
Vocational Center; Carroll L.
Horton, Lexington; Buddy
Rushing, Paducah Route 1;
Route 9.
Consultants .4.1 for the
workshop included: Dr.
Carolyn Litchfield of the
University of Kentucky Dr.'
Gary Scott of Northern
Kentucky Universitys Dr. Don
Bradley of Wester leentucky
University; Dr..Randy Wells
of the University of
Loufsville:H. Leonard
Rosenthal. NADET president;
and Dr. .Alberta Chapman of
Murray State University, who
also served as the campus
coordinator.
Bruce Smith, station manager
of WKMS, will introduce the
performances.
"H.M.S.- Pinafore's is a
musical comedy about itt
English sailor who falls in love
with his captain's daughter.
First performed in London in
1878, it remains the most
popular Gilbert and Sullivan
work.
;7-
" The Mikado" is another
humordtts tale of forbidden
love, set in the mythical
Japanese town of Titipu. The
two-act operetta was first
performed in 1885.
The composing team of Sir
Arthur Seymour Sullivan and
Sir William Schwenck Gilbert
was one of the most celebrated




 orres-ire-areia • • • • •_••  • • • 00000000000 •
WKM$-F164 Mitoray Stag* UnaKaillity, Wm* , Ky Qat
• I ant-v-Inaqueo“3—rosur 0 Wasower to'WKAAS-kt
•
•
German Chancellor Otto von 
 Nametet
•
Bismarck picked the retirement
•
Sage of 65 in 1881 when, he first • tre
proposed government pa y- • —





currelatit,in a supreme effort
to reach tome.
The monarchs have few
natural enemies. Possessed of
perfume pockets which ento-
mologists , believe help to.
attract mates and perhaps
mark migratory routes, they
are nauseous to birds, both in
caterpillar and adult 'stages.
Mikis why They can fly high
in the. sky with impunity,
A Great Deal on a -
Complete Meal




SALE MOS JULY 10 ;„ -
QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED
SOMMER
---an' 11 1111" A
DARK vilLo
TANNING OIL tO






















tenJo er(. . .01.37 TONFELF TrtS

















an 99t ICE CUBE
BAYER
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Central Shopping Center
9-9 Mon.-Sat. 1-6 Sun. Prices Good Through Sunday
HOME FURNISHINGS
U -Grill Me  Was $34.18 $2488
Grill aw. Only)
Wagon Grin.(Ons 0.nly 1  Was S21.77
Picnic Basket
Station -Wagon Mat :. wuse:•T $788
-------- ---$ 88
edwood Chaise Was $27.97 $ 1 811
Redwood Chair • ,  $888• . , , .
Ice C1118111 Freezer- . .-waesixig $1-1-98-
Lawn Chair . - :• - t.vassim '4"
Hatteras- Hammock was uuo - $d1A00
. . .wif
Carpet Mats
Colorweave Rag Rug  . Stet
Beach Towels  ,. "$2.66
Bath Towels *ton...:., r
Ice Cube Trays. ._ .



















riOEYNODNali R Wm nil 99°
49iirtiENS. OAP }5/$1
_























Drill Press Stand 
Rubber Boat 21.. 
Workmate Bench 






















Swimsuits "  1/2
HAND BAGS:. ,25%
Joan Shorts w.,„ $30°
POLYESTER JOGGING dri ise
SNORTS v..$2.•7 Li U
$4",JEAN TOPS ,,„.„
R ES_$ S 























• HOLLY BOBBIE 14 /11
PHONOCRIP11-..._ wasnii
. BLACK & DECiCER









Wei $49 97 $4997
$3997
- BUNADIN WIDE MOUTH $1197













  $ 2 27 leas 99
$99
W..$437 2 
SCHROFFTS 1 LB. BOX
CANDY 
9




TRAINING PANTS  2/900
GIRLS 2 PIECE












Wes SI I 96
•
  Wel 511 96
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2 Notice
COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
X 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 116 South 12th.,
,3-o035. Free Parking
lot, use our rear en-
trance.
WILL TAKE DOWN-TV--
antenna. tower for the
- tower. Call 436-249.
. BIBLE FACT INC. Luke
12;37 and 38. Christ
states: "Blessed are
those servants, whom
the lord when he cometh
shall find watching:
verily. I say unto you,
that he shall gird
himself, and make them
to sit down to meat, and
will come forth and
serve them." Would you
be ready if the Lord
came today? Bible study
'and answers anytime.
7594600.
3 Card Of Thank.,
WIE THE FAMILY of
George Linville who.
passed away.June 24,
1978; wish to express our
thanks to you for the
write-up in the paper
and also to each and
every one who came aod
called. So many of you
that I Mrs. Linville.
didn't get to see as1 was
so worn out was sent




which still seem like our
own. To Bro. Johnny




way iiittectui we eipress.
our sincere thanks, the
5. lost And Found
'LOST MAN'S black°
_
























$1110 OR MORE weekly
mailing circulars. For
- free details, D. L:











13 For Sale Or Trade
'WILL TRADE. apart-
ment,' size Kenmore
washer like new, for a
-SCHOOL TEACHER 




my home 4-9 p.m. June,
and July, 8 11.121-, to 4
p.m. during school year..
Must have awn Iran-- -
sportatios and willing to-
. do light hoeiekeeping.
Call 753-7868 after 9 a.m.
SITTER FOR 8 year old










For, interview call 753-
6839 or 753-5187.
BREAKFAST COOK
needed. Apply in person.
Triangle Ihn between 10
a.m. and 2 p.m.
-n,
----r"'"1---hreTrila75""r-tor-7s47s- school
8544 required 7534745. •.
15 Article) For Sale
.FItEF7011 BEEF' choice
grain fed-aged beef.
Front quarter, 79 cebts a
pound, whole of half 89
cents a pound, hind
quarter, 99 cents a
pound hanging weight.
Food StaMps accepted.
We alio do custom
slaughtering, Paris
Meat Processing, 642--
8201 off 641. One mile
north of Paris on old
Murray, Road.
FOR SALE . Brunswick
regulation pool table,
• $350. 753-4023 after 4:30
p.m. -





if yea hare bona sa, loss
Slims 48 Neseelisa end Wye on
Ilsagrehie (Wail, we Move
Imisists eiseailips foe rails
S. Mary.
We offer good steady pay,
•otstondiag retirement










Tbe Nosy. We not loot
adSeeetare
Whin hi. 15. osediad this
smolt
NEED, PERSONS with







business to better serve
this'conrununity and in
doing so, we have moved













Apply 8 a.m. to 12 noon,
July • 5. 6, and 7.
-Calloway Manufac- .


















needed in -Murray area
for full details on this
-bus-thew opparttElnly
write Rae Borgarding,
Rt. 3, Box 122, Theodore,
 A AL 36582,
year. Reference 14 Want To Buy 6" MODEL 19 S & W. 489-.
2577
BABYSITTER needed
- Wednesday nights and
• Friday mornings. 753-
9571.
FERRY MORSE Seed Co.
desires accountant for
. its plant location in





or a minimum of 15
hours towarcic --defree.'
ResponSibilities. will







history to Plant Con-
- troller„ -Ferry Morse
Seed Co.', P. 0. lox 488,
Fulton,- KY, 42041.
10 Business Opportunity
TWO USED bar stools.
Call 436-2361
WANT TO buy used Gym
Set: Call 43672742 after
6:00.
WANT TO BUY STAN-
DING timber. Will pay
top prices percentage or
acre. Call 498-8757.
15 Articles For Sale
'We have hest moo*/
trirci Was of ro1sillotoOW11.-:'
tap rights sad chest type hoop
freeters, •
refrigerator. Ws have 3- air
conditiespers, 4 dishwashers, ---
refrigerators rim from $TS to
Si 50, di:hawkers rim from
$50 to $iso. 1 swws teide
is.. 4 old fashioned hash
imowers, b1 selection of
Sebes' aoshii irons. TV ••_4s,_
is*. We see
Is* small sciaal-kais
_mill from ST TtS330. Ca, ,
7544195-up-s•Llisivey F•fd
Truster:
.GARAfE DOOR 8' x 9'
' pre ically - new.- --A-R-




Maio re, Lye- cont•lt,s2 Tv- ear;
x•e.•-a •s.s i.e AMON
SAM s
sae of tSC 4,pesi 11 ttces and
Illt•iesstat..sts 43 SI•StS Oso










nisenisr, slaw sonaionswoeinns- .
totem tioltiomm east teem poor
sae* Mom Ilrosimal us 40 a OM
oursol nvo Mho We
mmet compames Oillienst • 161
•••••• •••••• mo-Inosor oar












WE BUY AND SELL used
air conditioners. Dill













It .-11 . .• . e.iri.iy _401,

























I CAN'T 7061h:364T DIAR
•
















DOORS FOR SALE, 400
for $1 each in lots Of 15 or
More. Worth this much
for kindling wood. Call
753-6374. or come by 801
N. 20th,
1974 VENTURE pop-up















Of vinyl cushion floor
on sale at Wiggins
Furniture, 641 North.
20 Sport) Equipment
SAIL BOAT, Hurley 21'
Twin keel cruise with
new sails-Call (606)




. organs, used pianos.
Lonardo Piano Co.,
11* across from Post Office,
Paris, TN.
FOR SALE, formica arid
Wilsoit ail,' lamenated
plastic, 'sizes 2'x4' •••
4412' at 50 cents per_sq
ft. Cabinet door hinges
-at_ In cents per pair.
West Ky. Cabinet Co.,
1203 Story Avenue.
SOLID MAPLE bedroom
set, in excellent con-
dition, 753-3622.
21" COLOR Consol TV,
RCA antique iron bed.
excellent condition. Call
759-1078 after 4 p.rit
32 Apartments For Rent
ONE ROOM apt: 'fur-
-. nished. Waiting man






Hotel. Ph. 443-3879. Shop
if you like, but check our

















_ _SIBLE:iiiirty to take up
payment like new color
, TV. Clayirmi's (formerly
3 and B Music), 753-7575.
33 Rooms For Rent
ROOM FOR rent; 1306
. Main.





38. Pets • Supplies
AKC DOBERMAN ;Hips,
11111121111111
NEW LISTING at 112 N.
7th. Nice home with 3
bedrooms, kitchen,
dining room, living
room, 11/2 baths, nice
yard. Area of nice
homes but zoned B-2 for
the future. Good.buy at
only $20,500. The




listen to the rooster
crow, feed your horses
at your own country
farm house with-plenty
of space-3 acre mini-
farm-located southwest.
Priced in the 20's. Call




months, old, pedigreed, •
$85. 759-4498
LEAVTNG 'TOWN - must
sell 13 year old
daughter's 6 ft. pet Boa
Constrictor. Prefers to
'play with children. $150.
includes glass cage. Call
753-4041 after 5 p.m.
43 Real Estate
FRESH ON THE
MARKET and in that
demand area of park
and shopping... living
moth with fireplace; 4
bedrooms, economic gas
heat. Priced in the 30's.
Reach for the pbone






'wooded lots on Con-
cord. Road. Two
miles from Muaray.
One 120 x 250, one 120
x 306. Prefer to sell
as one tot. Call, 753-







so  an a
DO NOT BE mislead, we
will meet any local price
- on Zenith products.
Your Zenith dealer for .
QIGAN_TIC SEVEN
Murray and-Call°war 'tinny- rummage sale.County, 'Ricker 'TV
American Legion the 7th_Sales and Service; 1914  eth from ,7 till 5
• Coldiraller Road. ectott: Everything
LARGE SELECTION of priced to sell.
nesterweoMsagfon:voniox y. console.
pul ___EHREE--• PARTY garage
.aisa,roltisel,,oftieJuleyidoth:71f,aruotamsbizl9-5eess:.per4Fuso 
Music), 
,oe nr7kh.75Cmjl.a ytarcin 'Bs




lid black d 11




guarantees you the 
lowest prices and 1 year SIX PARTY Yard sale,
free service on all color Friday and Saturday.
TV's. Shop around, then Kritiques, Avons, and so
come see Siason 7„enilh, forth. 121 South on
19 Miles west of Murray; ---_--tterry,_..gerner Road,
on Hwy. 94:-9132-2174. follow signs.
78 MODEL Pioneer SX
650 receiver. Two CS
66G three way speakers.
Spggested retail price
$1,005.00, for sale $500.
Call 753-4641 days, 753-
3724 after 5. • •














FOR SALE tobacco ana




truck tool box, gas tank
















call 154-6419 after 5 p.m.
TWO WHEEL utility
, trailer, aluminum ear'




1:3-Boat, 16I7 ft , 1/5 hor
sepower Eviacude,
Brown east .gold metal
flake. Call 753-8647._
48 H. Pr AMMISQN 15 it'
bdet and trailer. -$350
Record in fathometer,
- $125. rail' 436-25311.
• THRE.E PARTY
backyard 'moving sale,
Friday July 7, 8-6 and
Saturday, July 8, 8-2 at
520 S. 6th.
, -SALE- by -CAMOrr--
mobile home, 1978
model, never used, 14-x
BIG CARPORT SALE,
Friday and Saturday,




70, all electric, 2 baths other items, 1718 753-8080
FOR SALE, by owner; 25
acres 42 mile south of
Wiseharts Grocery.
Good well and pump,
dandy little farm. Call
James, Bob, or Jimmy 
at 753-7868- or 753-2394.
ESTABLISHEDBUSINESS
located in center of
Murray. Owner will
consider financing with
25 percent down, Don't
let this opeiortunity of a





DREAM.- Get ready to
•move into one of.
Murray's sharpest and
most spacious homes.
This house has three
bedrooms, 2 large baths,
fireplace and kitchen
with -bteakfast area.
• Economical central gas
-heat and central-a; a
private patio and an
intercom for something
extra.. It would be our
pleasure, tO glum this








Make The World Go
•Away...With' 14 acres,
has perfect wooded
building site, plus 10-
acres iFop, (seller's
share goes to new
owner). Shade, open
land, creek, near city-
Don't Let This One Get
Away. Boyd-Majors
Real Estate, 105 N.
12th.
REDO AN OLRIE...make
her shine.. Have your 3
acres and house up to
date. Has 50 x 20 block
besirtex.---/Itake
an offer. Also don't
forget to watch. for our
ad on the building page
of the paper each
Tuesday. If you have
any questions on any of
our ads, please call or
come by our office and .:;•









home on private 3 acre
wooded tract, wet _ _ -
Murray. Home has .




----=---41eat- Pump, all irroder n
conveniences plus a
rustic, comfortable
design add up to a
pleasant life style for
you. Don't let this op-. :
portunity pass you buy.





bed spreads, and lots of
and 3 bedrooms. Must be Magnolia.
seen to be appreciated.
Call Bob Futrell at 753-
7668 or 753-2364.
MOBILE HOME, 12 x 65.
2 bedroom, Monte Carlo,
all electric, central air,
completely furnished,






dryer. Very nicer $5000.
753-4074 or 753-1877.
1971 MOBILE HOME for
sale, 2 bedroom.436-
2315.
1975.14 x 70 2 Bedroom, 2
full baths, and 3'4 acre
lot. ball 753-1601 ask for
Ricky.
29. Mobile Home Rentals
MOBILE HINE
mobile home !pacts for




BUILDING for rent -or.'-





rent of lease_ Yor„more
information call 753-0839
or 753-5287.










GARAGE SALE, rain or
shine, Friday, July 7, 1,2
mile past New Concord
on Hwy. 444. Clothes,
curtains, household
items, something for
- everyone, cheap. Call
436.6395 for information.
TWO PARTY yard sale,
Friday only 7 a.m. till 4
p.m., 507 Poplar.
43 Real Estate
ALL YOU could ask for in





carport plus 20x12 block
building with otility
service all on a nice lot.







home near • Kentucky
Lake. 'Home has at-
tractive kitchen-den.
combination, lovely
fireplace in , the living
-room, new wall-to-wall
_carpeting, new drapes
and a sharp new look
throughout Priced at
only $14,500. Don't delay







lima toff, 10400,11.11 C949'
Ari
Professional Services
Viith The Fnendly Touch
You're all Steamed
up.. and your- house
could care less! Life
doesn't have to be all
that bad.. not when
there's an easy way








those city blahs! ! Here
is a 3 bedroom brick to
enjoy with pride. From
entry hall, you enter the
plush carpeted living
room or family room
with fireplace or' down
the carpeted hall to the 3
bedrooms with- ged





Insurance & Real Estate
Situ/ h• tele C mrrf Squor•
filverey, Kentucky
753-4451
Only 4 odes not and off. 121
- S. This lovely 3 II 11,s beefs is
Ideal tw is,. who worts 'a
Isgai W. Nome bee alim
hem*, mom onW large kW
rhea.. thew Iii, 1 ,
1S1,. Price roiler•d to
137,500. Call1 as. owner wan-
t, tit imbelid.
Wiling let investneent
krestml on Nenry St. loff off
.4 5. Ilitto Wooded*, Me*
miirvd for vralli-ovf basqlmult,
rar city 1601ui.. Nixed es
S5,600
• _ _ _
753-3263 Awrtirr.•
- NEW LISTING in New
Providence. Older home •




and air conditioner. All:
for ' only $15,750.
Potential - and :;•
possibilities abound. '






vol 107n '1000ondpenfe eydeamr.orDeo income?youhci  We
vc.o• p.a.;;Iitt iltuSilltSS upper sunny tor you NO
investment. Regional expansion program. Cal! or
write NATIONAL SAFETY ASSOCIATES, 3637 Pork
Ave ,Suite 210. Memphis. Tn. 38111. Call collect. 1
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hroat Co., :. • :''''
]9-1707. - - .---.- .
"'Rim CLASSIFIEDS FORME PINE RES
43 Real Estate
I Waldrop Realty-in BusinessSince 1956. f53-5646
• FT -AIN'T-Tnecessarily so
- .that good things must









SELL? If you've been--





from our five full-time
sales representatives.
* We have clients waiting
to purchase all types of
Real Estate so let us




make buying and selling




WITHIN , 4 MILES Of
MURRAY?




(200 x 660), include
water and have just
the restrictions you




3% miles east of
Murry on the Ezell
&ad. •
Restrictions include:
-1500 minimum n sq.







Price per lot is $7750
HURRY! Only 3 lots
left





With The Friendly Touch"
Wild-Life Haven-Ho-
mesteaders Delight-
This 40 acre farm with
26 tendable acres, 2
bedroom house, 2 pon-
ds corn crib, aboun-







Estate, 105 N. 12th.
HOME , FOR • A
GROWING FAMILY 7
four bedroom; 242. bath
home on Main Street





fireplace with gas logs,




10 closets. This home is
sure to be a pleasant
surprise! Let us shovrat





home. This is located in









has new carpeting and
decorating. Look at this
and make an offer. John
C. Neubauer, Realtor.
206 So. 4th Street, 753.
0101 or 7531.
•











'HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT ANQSALE






Hwy. 641 N. Murray, Ky.
autifiil white brick home 2 miles west of Hardin
n Highway 80 Lot size approximately 160 x 210 -
Dutifully landscaped
.3 bedrooms, 2 baths, optional room to serve at
ourth bedroom or game room
.large living room/den combination, large dining
oon$ and large kitchen .
.2-car attached garage
.over 1,800 square feet of living area plus garage
CALL nor TINS NOME 3
, AT MANI IT IS PRICED
•
WELL BELOW REPLACEMENT COST
Includes new horse barn 32 x 40 with running water
and electricity $5,500 is the low; price for this lot sin-
ce barn replacernerft costs would beapproxiniately
$3,500
FOR SALE BY OWNER
MOWN BY A PPOIRTMENT ONLY
Phone:•  753-8355. st-r, 8:30 a . .-5 90p.m.
43 Real Estate
South 12Th ii $yea mots
TELEPHONE 753-1051
FOR SALE by owner; lot
for mobile home, septic
tank, city water, electric
service pole, driveway,
sewed down, ready for
your mobile home in
SCM-NIC ACRES"
SUBDIVISION. '1 _mile
'from r -re-4-MM grits iy
Immediate
possission. Call James,
Bob, or Jimmy Futrell
at 753-7668 or 753-2394.  






49 Used Cars & Nicks
RIVERIA, e,xCeUent
condition, AM-Fm 8
track stereo, tilt, cruise
control, power Seats,
windows, and locks, 6300





1871 REGAL, V-8, 2 door,
loaded,_ excellent con-
diton. Call 753-0693 or
759-4455.
-AMR SALE:- 1167 Valiant,
slant six. Runs good,
1250. Air conditioned.
- 753-7809.




" HERBERTIS -IDEA OF SUBURI3A14
°enter. Lake front and 1..NIN6 16 WOMING."
Lake view, several to
choose from on Ky. Lake
and Barkley Lake.
Terms available. Call-
James, Bob, or Jimmy
Futrell at 753-7668 or 753-
2394.:
47 Motorcycles
- 1973 HONDA 350 SL. Less-
than 1,000 miles. Call
438-2262 or 753-8078.
LARGE SHADED „lot on
Doran Road, 1.14 acres
or 180 x 275 could well be
the best residential lot
left in town. Call James
-or Bob-Futrell at-753----
7668 or 753-2394.
10 LAKE LOTS on Blood
River Bay. All near
waterfront, 100 x 200,
power line, running
water, school bus' and
• mall route. $3000 each,
10. per cent down. Call
FOR SALE, 100 acres at
South Pleasant Grove.






FOR SALE by oirtier; Lot
II-ltiit miles east of
Murray. City water, no
restrictions, not in a
subdivision. Call Bob
Futrell 753-7668 or 753-
2394.
45 Farms For Sale









FOR SALE by owner: 65
acre farm in New
Concord, 750 ton silo, 3
phase current, fine deep
well, beautiful building
site fur home, very
scenic, approximately
40 acres tendable, ad-
joining TVA. Call.
James, Bob, or Jimmy
Futrell at 753-7668 or 753-
2394.
7231 ACRES on Calloway
and Marshall County
line on Kirksey Hwy.
Call 527-1864 days, and
527-8576 nights. 4
46 Homes For Sale







HOUSE FOR SALE by
owner. 1614 Kirkwood
Dr, 3 bedroom, 1%
baths, LV, entry Ise-IL--
den ,with dining area,
kitchen with build-in
sto-ve and plenty of
cabinet space, utility
roman, electric heat,
fenced back yard with
tool Shed and 10
producing fruit 'trees.
Call 753-8128 or 753-7906.
HOUSE FOR SALE -
located on nice street in
Murry. 2 bedroom..
white frame house with
basement. Carpeted in
living room and




1977 YAMAHA XS500, 1000
miles. Must sell soon.
Call 753-6605.
BSA CUSTOM CHOP-
PER 650 engine. Nest
inside- and out. Built
and !Sainted by Jim
DeFew. a rigid frame,
Harley rearend, red
crushed velvet seat and
lots of chrome. Ridden





TRUCK TIRE Sale -
Hiway tread, 700x15", 6
ply, $27.57 plus 82.85
•. FET, 750x16", 8 ply,




farm tire service, truck






49 Used Cars & Trucks
1971 VW VAN;- good
condition. Call 759-1657. .
FOR SALE 1950 FORD
pick-up- truck flat head




• and 8 track tape player.
Real good tires. Call
after 5 p m 401-642-7010.
49 Used Cars Si Trucks
1949 CAMARO, $1650. Call
alter 5:30474-2392. •-
0
1972 OLDS Delta 88, 4-
door, hard top, has AM-
FM :8 track stereo, air;
power steering and
. brakes, good condition.
Call 492-8322.
1971 - IMPALA, 4-Door n
sedan, power steering
and • brakes, air con-
ditioned, must sell, $400.
753-9634. -
1978 JEEP Cherokee, 4
_wheel drlie, loaded with
, extras, low mileage. 7537 -
3710 after 6 parr.
A 
FOR SALE, 1974 Old-
smobile Royale, power
and air, low mileage,
good condition, $2650.
Call 753-6564.
1978 MUSTANG,•2 plus 2,
power and air, V-6 4000
miles. 753-4112.
1971 CHEVROLET 60
series dump truck has-a
1978 366 motor under.
warranty. 12' Rogers
bed and tag axle, ex-
cellent shape. Call for
_ appointment 759-4039.
1968 CHEVY Impala. 767-
4254..
FORD customized van.
Has 8 track stereo, C.B.,
AM-FM radio,
television, speakers
frOht en--d rear, coucl-





runs good with trailer
. towing package. Call
-
1972_ FORD Galaxie,
50,000 miles, new tires,
owners car, like new.




miles, lots of eftras. 436-
5818. •
1975 VOLKSWAGEN
RABBIT 2 Door hat-
chback deluxe. Car is in....
excellent condition with
25,000 actual miles. Red
exterior with white





condition. Call 345-2028 • -
Mayfield after 5 p.m.
Si. Services Offered
-1971 COLEMAN, 596, pop-
up, sleeps 6, many ex-
tras.' Excellent con-





Floored end reedy Up to 12 r 24. Also barn style, offices, metopes,
mobile home od-ons, and patios, or U BUILD, pre cut rompletely ready
to assentite up to ?I o Mt. Boo the hest for lets.
CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS •
BARKLEY UKE
Two level, 5 bedroom brick, two full
ceramic baths, huge utility room, 2
fireplaces, fully carpeted, kitchen with
built-ins, large lot. Two car detached
garage With nice guest apartment above.
. Owner has other interest. Price
$110,000.
Ohio Valley Real Estate



















18', self contained. Call
753-1934 days or 753-1861
nights.
ARROWHEAD CAMIPr.At
-sales has the new
fiberglass cargo




dealer. You've got 'a
good thing going with
Starcraft. Compete line
travel trailers, pop ups,
parts and accessories.
Toppers and used
campers. East 94 High-







Sears 753-2310 for free
estimates.
BYARS BROTFIERS &












No costly footings or
foundations. 100 percent*
fireproof masonary
product. Less than the
cost of natural stone.
Use for interior or ex-
terior. An excellent do-
it:yourself "project or we





Tenn. 38242.„Phone . 901:
642-1328.

















TRICIAN and gas in-
stallation- will do
plumbing, heating,
sewer cleaning. Call 753-
7203.
WATER WELLS Smith
DrillingSo 4 in ell&
Call 1-527-1836 after 5
PA INTINQ INTEJ410R..
exterior. Also dry wall





siding by Alcoa. Free
gitters -with vinyl or
aluminum siding. Call
Byars* Brothers and











ficient service. No job





roofs sealed. Call Jack






prices starting la $17.50.--
- Ihiy 1346 off 94 East.
Call 436-2788.
EXPERIENCED IN-
TERIOR -and- • exterior _
house painter,. Call 759-
1228.
WALL HANGINGS made'
any design or style,
available for your home,










CARPET CLEANING at. --
reasonable rates.




Company Inc. Air con-










DO YOU need stumps
removed from your yard
or land cleared of  
stumps? We can remove
stumps up to 24"
beneath ground. Leaves
only sawdust and chips
Call for free Estimate.
Steve Shaw, 7534490 -or -
Bob Kemp, 435-4343. 4"
 •
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310 -
for free estimates for
your needs..
FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work
needs.. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John__







struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A. Paducah,
sr
51. Services ()three
ALL 'TYPES backhoe and
septic tank work. Field











IN by Se,ars save on
these. -itigiv laud- and .




SON will work and
vacuum your car weekly
at your home in Murray




reasonable -rates, I do
the work myself. ,Call
753-1603 after 5.p.m.
SPRAY PAINTING of all
Kinds. Metal roofs, -









NEW OFFICE 110018 •
hlonday-Friday -7:30-2:30 Saturday 7:astitstoo
price Hair cut $1.50_ Price Shave $1.25
Call 753-3685.
•
FOR SALE BY OWNER
Three bedroom, quality built home, GE ap-'
pliances, heat purae, priced reasonable'. Located
3 miles from Murray-on Old Salem Road.
753-2473

















THURS., JULY 13th, 1978-.1 P.M.
2 BEDROOM HOUSE & LOT
LOCATION: 1614 Calloway Street Murray, Ky.
HOUSE
This is a nice 2 bk.droom house with garage across the street from Murra State
University campus. It would be a good investment fOr the future or a nice place
to live now.
TERMS: 2w% Down Balance With Deed. .






Blue Grass Auction Service
305 North Dr., Nopkiasvilfe, Ky. 1160247°
8111 Mope, gekor, Aoetioneev
Gib Head, Anse. Aoctiower
Tenn. tic. No. 954
Mein St., Cadiz, Ky. 522-4653
lock Morypen, Aectleseer
Movie Peden, Jr., *Oro
ft





,Enjoy the excitement ofcreating
Yolir own. salad from an interesting.
array of choice greent and - -
delicious accompaniments.
Stuffed Tomato
Garden fresh tomato filled with
either tuna salad chicken salad
or cottege cheetb.
Fruit PlAte
Fresh fruits in sea-son. Hawaiian
style bananas and finger
-sandwiches surrounding a

























Oysters on Half Shell '
Fresh Fruit Cup
Tomato Juice Supreme
Soup du Jour cup
bowl
Toreador Burger
The best in town.
With cheddar, swila
•,cheese extra 20
Served with steak fries.
Coming Very Soon
To The Itoliday Inn of Murray
4•
Ole!
Baked ham delicately sliced, piled
high and topped with swiss cheese,
lettuce, and tomato. Served on a
sesame roll.
Holiday Club
'Turkey. bacon, cheese, lettuce and
tomato. perved with potato salad
El Bandido
Roast beef and melted cheese,




Created in Derby City, famous the
world over. Sliced turkey and ham
served on toast points, smothered
with a mild cheese sauce.
Reuben
Corned beef, sauerkraut and swiss
cheese-triple decker. Served with
Kosher pickles and salad.
-
8
new menu.. featuring: fine.











pork chops, served with




• Qne half milk fed
chicken. specially




















Giant'16 ounce cut from choice loin.
New York Strip. 12 oz.
Boneless center cut for the smaller appetite.
Filet Migpon
An 6ounce cu(fronf the tender-heart of beef.'
Baby Beef Liver
Butternitlk breaded for your delight.
•
--'- ---trefty'10outice,-bacon wrapped and topped with
grilled onions.
Steak Sandwich








Shrimp dipped in our secret batter. Fried to a
golden brown.
Oysters
Pan fried delicacies from the sea.
Broiled Flounder
Murray Special
Catfish. served with cole slaw and-homemade
hush puppies.
Lobster Tails
Two 5 ounce tails broiled to perfection..
"417,1.
All of the above entries






But not everything is new. Welt still have your
-favorite items such as Country Ham, our Iretaidast
and Lunch menus and, of course, the Sunday Buffet.
Holiday Inn of Murray Highway 641 South Restaurant Hours: 6 a.m.-9 p.m. Daily
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